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Students Cram
for final exams
By Dean Weaver
Senior Reporter
Groups or !>tudenb could be
found at popular study hang-outs
Sunday trying 10 get in some la.\lmi nute cramming before finals
wedt begins.
1bc Roman Room at the Student
Center wa,; filled with groups or
people surrounded by torn notebook.sheet.,;. textbook.,; and L-alculators. working to memorize what
they may have failed to lc.im this
·mester and review what they
already knew.
Thomas Urbanski. a junior in
history from Carbondale. and
DaWa}nc Hollins. a junior in exercise science from Freepon. were
comparing philosopny notes and
admitted the prcs,;urc before finals
wa.,; huikling a., they were trying to
gel into the ,1udying gnllwe.
.. 11•, been hectic ,ince
Thanksgi\'ing. rve spenl a 101 of
lime lyping p.ipers for group pmjec1,. hul rm trying to study a, I
go:· Hollin, -.aid.
Tho-c who prefcm.-d a more laidhack atmo,phere than 1he center·,
cafeterias could he found on the
,econd noor in the International

night:· Cha\'ez said.
Dale Sims. a senior in finance
rmm Jack.'IOII. Mis.'I.• said he tric5 to
!>tudy in the lounge throughout the
!oeme.\ler. but does no( tlways find
Iha! is enough.
..Cramming is a norm.
Sometimes I Mudy at Denny's until
.5 a.m .•-he said.
Denny's Restaurant. 191.5 W.
Sycamore. is lkll the only all-nii!ht
restaurant where student'I choo.,;e to
gather during the last week of cla.'1-'ies. The Corner Diner. 600 S.
Illinois Ave •• is considered by
many to be the most popular latenight Mudy hangout.
Lori Wachtel. a !iellior in special
education from GellC!ICO. said she is
a regular at the diner. but has
IIO(iced the place is already packed
with people by 2 p.m. on this
-EXAIIS.page11

Gus Bode

CQI~~ ~u ~P!rked-,by lack of sleep

Lounge.
Jcm· Chave, a senior in finance
from Chicago. ~1id he wa., ,1udying
for four final, and ,pent la,t week
i:omph:1ing a .10-ph" p;tge report.
hul he wa, nor panicking. hcL·au~
hL' i, ai:..:u,torned to final, \\eek.
'"You learn lhat vm, mu,t do
\\ hat it take, Ill prepare for the
1e,1,. ,·\en if ii mean, ,taying up .ill

11111 PIICllo bJ 111k1eJ Gloll
Yognh BaNlch (left), a Junior In _electrlcal •lgll-1119 tram llallryaia, and JON FmlalNIIZ
(rlgtlt). • Nnior In elec:trlcll • • - " • from Chicago aludJ for• ffnal In al1ctnw14wtica
Sunday atllrnoon ln 1h11 Studlnt Cenllr. TIiiy uid 1hly .... won1ad about how 1hly would do,
becaUN thly had • lot to fflMIIOriZ8 for their cl• U.

By Slephanie llolltti
Senior Reporter

Gus says, Why should I
study? I'm never going to
graduate anyway.

"Tis the season for the anack of
lhe common cold for many SIUC
students and late night\ of studying
and poor eating habits a.<;socia1ed
wilh finals week are th.: main reasons for gelling sick.

Southern Illinois
offered new brew
By Dave Katzman
Staff Reporter

Staff Photo by Shirley Gloll

David Plgge, employee of Hamburg
Liquor Distributors, delivers one of three
half barrels of rice beer to Mississippi
Delta Micro Brewery Friday attemoon.

While 1he pal;uc~ of m;my SIUC student,; are salistied wi1h 1he 1a.,1e of any beer. those who wish to sample a variety of heers made with more anention to
quali1y can now vi,it the onl) microbrewery in
Snu1hem lllinoi,.
~li"i"ippi Ddt.t Micro Brewery. lnl'. opened on
the 14-acre Tavlor fam\ in West Fmnkfort in October.
lhe result of lhe effort, of Michael LcVauh. a partowner of Financial Insurance Agency. Inc. in
Naperville. and Kathryn French. a professor of speech
communication at SIUC.
The couple ha, lived on part of the fann since the
mid- I970s. They purcha.'it:d the resl of the land, along
with the farmhouse. when ii became available a year
ago. 1ne couple had no idea what they were going 10
do with the farmhouse.
LeVault'and French. who tra\'el often. had visited
se\'erJI microbreweries acros.., the United States. Arter
returning from a trip to Oregon. where they visited a
microbrewery built in an old house and a restaurant
localed in a renovated schoolhouse, they decided to
... BEER, page 11

Christine Labyk, nurse practiti oner at the Student Health
Asscssmenl Center and Wellness
Center. said the Student Health
Clinic will he open regular hours
this W\.'l:k. Monday through Friday
8 a.m. 10 4:30 p.m. and will stay
open until 0.-c. 23.
Linda Angarola. clinical educa-

Opinion

Former Olclahomo State University adminislralor
chosen as executive director of the SIU Foundation
-Story on page 3
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see ATTACK, page 5

Confidentiality
--HIV testing planned for health service
By Marc Chase
Senior Reporter

As SIUC health administrators
meet today 10 discuss improvements in the health service of the
Uni\'ersity. some student leaders
say they would ask the officials IO
keep a proposc..-d fall 1995 HIV testing pro1,.orJm anonymous and confidcnlial.

Terence Buck. Univr.rsity Health
Services director. said an HIV testing program that may be impleniented next fall a.~ a result or a S3
increase in student~• health fees will
be a confidential operation with
only participating student,; and doctors knowing who makes use of ii.
Buck said at a Dec. 7 Gradua1c
see HEALTH, page 5

HaHow~n vidEK>~pe
hif '19li~~y .market

to,

By Kelle Hutlll ' '

.

'

rapher or Proactive Productions or
· Champaign, was in. Carbondale
. Friday soliciting video stores to sell
While Christttm is·~ than nvo his.~Riot,Video" he shot Oct. 28
wee ks away, Carbondale• s · · and 29•.• .:· ·, .
. .
Halloween weekend is still a much
.Raycraft's video is a .is-:minute
talked about event that may make . account of highlights on South
one videographer some elitra holi-, ,: Illinois Avenue md the surrounding
day CINI if locaJ stores sell his tape •.·sheets _when students and police
of the festivities. . .·
. · ..
: •· :· · · :
. .. . .
Senior fleporter

R.C. Raycraft,'owsier ~ videog~

-Seepage 4

tion coordinator at Memorial
Hospital of Carbondale recommends student<; get a_<; much sleep
a.<; possible 10 avoid colds and flus
a.<;.,;ocialed with this sea.'iOn.
"The same things your mother
always told you: cal well. get lot., of

•
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Salukis lose/ 76-70,

to U~N.· Charlotte ~relay
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,:----•COUPON----:,
Grand Avenue Spaghetti House I

I Pasta, ltallan Sandwlcha & More
I I ,~..
I
"'I!'
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I
I
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world
SERB REBELS KEEP PROVOKING U.N. TROOPSZAGREB, Ooatia--OoaliaD Serb rebels joined their Bosnian Serb allies in
provokingtbe U.N. ProlectiooForteoo Saturday by blocking tbe U.N. comll'.lalXe' for Bosnia-Herzegovina from making a morale-boosting visit to
trapped peacl'keepers in the Bihac enclave. British Lt. Gen Michael Rose sat
fuming for five hours at the &ont-line barricade near Sisak. 20 miles south~t ofbere, waiting for the Serbian rebels to let his five-vehicle entourage
through. The embarrassing standoff with the Serbian rebels who occu-py
the Krajina region of Croatia was the latest in a monthloog series of harassments heaped on the U.N. mission~ its leaders struggle to decide whether
or how they should retreat from Bosnia

unicef

SMOKl~S
. BePaidFor

Help the childem of the
world this Christmas by
purchasing UNICEF cards
at Kaleidoscope, 209 S.
Illinois Ave. Sponsored
by the United Nations
Association of the USA.

1. Research Participation or
2. Quit Smoking Research

C.aD SWC Smoking Cmalion Program between 10 am & 5pm
453-3561
453-3527

CUBANS PROTEST AT SUMMIT OF AMERICAS MIAMI-Although President Ointon wanted to keep Cuba off the agenda at
the Summit of the Anrrica,;, the more than 50,000 flag-waving, casket-carrying Cuban exiles and their supponas who man:hed into the Orange Bowl
stadium Saturday had other ideas. In one of the largest demonstratioos in
yt"a'S, tens of t h ~ of Cuban immigrants and their children marched
down the streets of Calle Ocho and poured into the Orange Bowl, where they
sang the island's national anthem, chanted for Fidel Cawo's lraJ, prayed for
liberatioo from communist rule and displayed a quilt with the names of thousands of Cubans who died seeking freedom.

NATIONS TO NEGOTIATE TRADE AGREEMENT -

$399
lrom$439
lrom$129'

Cancun

lrom

Jamaica

Florida

when Is the last time you were in

kaleldo,cope

agreement is the centerpiece of the two-day Summit of the Americas. It
would not actually be implemented, however, until some time beyond the
target date of 2005 when the negotiations should be finished. The summit..

which ended Sunday. is the first such gathering in 27 years.
~
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ANSWER'S
IN
BLACK
AND
WHITE!

including holiday designs

536-3311

POLITICIANS LINE UP FOR GOP NOMINATIONS -

GUZALL'S
'Y

'Y

Guzall's has the largest selection of
SIU and Greek apparel in Carbondale!
'Y

'Y

WASHINGTON-Republican governors are pressing Congress for an unprecedented transfer of power to manage scores and scores of federal programs, but warn against the idea that the changes will produce major, immediate budgetary sa\;ngs in Washington. The governors are seeking the conversion of program; for job training, child care, food. nutrition and cash welfare like food stamps and Aid to Families with Dependent Children into
block grants to the states. But they also want the new Congress to strip away
all but the most general federal guidelines on how to run the programs, a
request that could create tensions with some Republicans in Congress.

For More Information

209 S Illinois Ave.• 549-6013 • Mon.-Sat 10-6. Sun. 1-5

'Y

GOVERNORS PUSH FOR TRANSFER OF POWER -

Daily Egyptian
Call

give yourself a treat ... you'll be
pleasantly surprised.

-=---

CLINTON BLASTS REPUBLICAN WELFARE PLAN WASHINGfON--President Ointon attempted to regain control of the welfare reform debate Saturday with a sharp attack on Republican proposals that
would eliminate benefits for teen-age welfare recipients and possibly ship
their children to orphanages. In their contract., Republicans in the House proposed that all states be required to deny ca~h benefits to women younger
than 18 who bear children out of wedlock. (States would also be permitted
to extend the ban to women younger than 21.) Instead. states could use the
money for a variety of alternative services, including encouraging adoption, establishing group homes for unwed mothers and their children. and
subsidizing orphanages.

TO
ADV RTISE?

chocolates • coffees • specialty foods
pottery• baskets • jewelry
shortbread mold $18 .00
Introducing our new collection of
Rubber Stamps

'Y

J
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we're better than ever with
wonderful. selections of:

MIAMI-Embaricing on what President Ointon called a "historic step,"
the United States and 33 other nations of the Western Hemisphere agreed
Saturday to complete complex negotiations within a decade to eliminate
all tariffs and other baniers to free trade from the Arctic to Argentina The

'Y

'Y

'Y

'Y

'' •
'Y

WASHINGfON-The ballots had scarcely been tallied in last month's midterm elections before Republican Sens. Bob Dole of Kansas, Phil Gramm
· of Texas and Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania were off to make new friends in
Iowa, where the competition to become the next GOP standard-bearer
doesn't officially begin for 14 months. The early burst of activity is ea,,y to
understand. The Republicans' stunning sweep of Congress has boosted optimism about the party's chances of recapturing the White House, making a
GOP presidential nomination that much more desirable.
- from Dally Egyptian wfnt services
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If readers spot an error in a news article, tliey can contact the Daily
Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311. extension 233 or 228.
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Perrin new Foundation money man
ByDlanet\..
StalfRepo;""""

A former Oklahoma State University
administrator is now applying his funl,1r.iising skills a.~ the new executive director of
the SIU Foundation.
David Perrin will also serve as associate
vice president for institutional advancement
at the University. He will work directly
under J. Robert Quatroche. SIUC"s vice
president for institutional advancement.
Quatroche said Perrin·s experience will
enable him to make .. significant and
immediate contributions.. to the University.
He has very important senior-level
cxpenisc that we definitely need:· he said.
··rm very excited about having him join our
staff and I think he"s going to be able to
significantly increase private giving to the
0

'What needs to be done is fairly clear and the big pat1 of
my job is addressing the ~ow and getting it done."
- new SIU Fou~ Executive Director DErlid Perrin
University."
As vice president for development at the
Oklahoma State University Foundation from
1990 to 1994. Perrin managed programs
generating more than $20 million annually in
gifls. scholarships and fellowships.
Perrin also served a.~ executive director of
the Murray State University Foundation
from 1984 to 1990. where donations nearly
tripled under his leadership.
At SIUC. Perrin said his challenge is to
capitalize on the University's assets while

strengthening its weaknesses.
"I think President Guyon. the deans and
other campus administrators have clearly
identified area~ in need of improvement." he
said. "What need.~ to be done is fairly clear
and the big pan of my job is addressing the
how and getting it done."
Faculty, staff and alumni are the key to
i~ing support for the University;Perrin
said.
"The faculty and staff help us by
identifying needs. prioritizing needs. and by

helping us put together a case statement to
show donors why they should invest in the
progmn... he said.
"Alumni and friends are very imponant in
identifying potential~- It's an old adage
in development work that people give to

. people."
When he came to SIUC this month. Perrin
replaced Bryan Vagner, who served as
interim director after Gola Waters vacated

the position to return to his faculty post in the
College of Business and Administration.
Vagner. who returned to his position as
controller and treasurer of the foundation,
said he enjoys working with Perrin.
"Dr. Perrin is going to bring a lot to the
foundation because he has good experience
with development in institutions and I feel
good about going back to my old job." he
said.

Goals 2000 panel
tackling first draft
'Educate America Act' hopes to
provide road map for education
By Benjamin Golshahr

professional skills. and
• that schoob will promote
parental
involvement
and
.-\t the beginning of next year the participation in their children·s
Illinois Goals 2(XXl panel will meet educational development.
in Springfield tn compose the tir..t
Beggs ~id these goals are broad
drJft nf their proposal to the federJI enough to adequately meet the
go,ernment. which will first be needs of each individual school
~uhmiued to the puhlic for district.
in,~ction.
..These ei!!ht !!oals arc broad and
Donald Begp. the dean of over-reaching~·· he said. --They
s1uc·, colle!!C of education. is allow the state and local schools to
,er,ing a, d1:1irrnan for a panel identifv which of these !!Oals are
that. through a.,..._.ssin!! the needs of most i1i1ponant to them:· •
Illinni, ,ciinol districts. is drJfting
Beggs ~aid e\'ery state has a
lhe propo,al which will eventually . similar goals panel which c.xamines
request funding from the federal the educational needs of their
!!o,emment for the next five vcars.
rcsoective state.
• Be<><>s ,aid the 'i'i-m~mber
.:Our panel b1ings together
Illinoi/Goals ::!CXXl pa~~I is pan of documentation about what is
a nationwide effort called the currently going on in the Illinois
.. Educate America Act:· The school districts:· he said...Over the
federal !!m·emment ha., estahlishcd past decade local school districts
ci!!hl elm:a1innal goals that all the have been identifvin!! their
,t;te, should striv~ towards lw the stren!!ths and weaknesses and thev
han;
developed
scho1;l
rum of the cemurv. he said.
·
TI1c eight !!oal~ are:
improvement plans which we are
• that ~hildren enter school ready currentlv rcviewin!! ...
However. he. said a !!real
to learn.
• that the hi!!h school !!raduation disparity exists among the ability of
rate is 90 percc:tnt.
•
the school districts to comply with
• that ,iudencs demonstrate a these goal~ within the next fi\'e
competence over academic ,ub,1ect \'Cars.
· .. Some school districts have
malter when thev !!raduate.
• that U.S. ,-1udents will be the alrcadv met these national !!Gals first in the world in mathematic, others' have a long way ,o-go:· he
,aid ... In rnme school district
and science achievement.
• that e,·el"\ adult American will ,ettings the goals arc realistic. but
he literJte. ·
in ethers they" re no1:·
• that all schools will be safe and
When the public has approved
free of dru!!s.
the first draft. the proposal will be
• that teachers will have access go to the Illinois Board of
to programs that will continually
allow them to i mpro,e their see GOALS, page 12
Staff Reporter

Staff Photo by J. ~ r

Serious country fans
Over 30 true-blue fans dug themselves in and fought off the cold while waiting for the
SIU Arena's ticket window to open Saturday momlng and begin selling Vince GIii and
Patty Loveless concert tickets. Caren Locke (left) of Carbondale and Sherry McConnell
of Marion began their vigil at 8 p.m. Friday, but some heartier souls braved over three
days of weather and waiting.

Cost rising but health pay static
By Aaron Butler
Staff Reporter

Despite rising health care costs
home healthcare workers in Illinois
are not making more money.
according to a recent study. a fact
which may be causing students to
seek more secure work.
Home healthcare is an affordable

alternative to nursing home care for
elderly or disabled individuals
requiring assistance in everyday
tasks such as prepairing meals.
housekeeping. bathing and eating.
In-home healthcare workers will
number nearlv one million
nationwide by· the year 2000.
making it the fastest-growing
sector in the healthcare industry.

However. many home healthcare
workers are underpaid and
overworked, a recent survey by the
Northern Illinois University states.
Home healthcare is preferable to
nursing home care for nearly 80%
of Americans according to the
survey, and it saves money for

see PAY, page 12

Career Prep participants give
Saturdays for future success
By Anika Robertson
Staff Reporter

Staff Phata by Shirley Glala

Danettra Anderson, 14, of Carbondale, was one
Career Prep participant who put her career goal on a
wreath to serve as a yearly reminder.

One Saturday every month a group
of pre-high school students meet to
discuss careers and excelling in
school. and work on creative
project.~.
It's the University-sponsored
Southern Illinois Regional Career
Preparation program. and its aim is
to motivate students to better
them!-elves by staying in school and
getting an education.
Career Prep is geared toward
minority studenL~ in grades 6-9. with
a focus on academics. test-taking.
studying and social skills. There is a
!I."'."'*•-,:,·-,

different program each month. This rid of fears of courses student~ may
past Saturday's therae was Peek feel are too difficult for them. There
Through the Looking Glass are no grades given, so it is more of a
Explora1ions for Careers in the 21st relaxed environment for the student."
Century.
Seymour Bryson. SIUC executive
Anna Jackson. an SIUC English assistant to the vice president,
instructor who coordinates the receives funds from the University to
program. said the program appraises sponsor Career Prep and believes it
the youngsters of careers available to is a wonhwhile project.
minorities other than slots such as
'There
150 kids who give up
nurses and teachers.
their Saturdays and summers to
.. In the summer. students go better themselves. They have a goal
through the whole deal of math. · and worlc toward it." Bryson said.
writing, composition skills. critical
The Affirmative Action office
thinking skills. and careers," she recently received S75.000 for the
said. ..,, serves as a preparation for Career Prep program.
next year. schoolwork and other
types of high-school courses. It gets see CAREER, page 12
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More students good
step, but not enough
WHILE THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS ON
THE chancellor search committee has been increased
from one to two, that number still does not represent
the level of student input needed.
The search committee. formed after SIUC
chancellor James Brown announcement that he would
be retiring. is charged with the task of soliciting and
reviewing candidates to fill Brown's position. The
committee will now consist of a total of four faculty
members. four non-faculty members and two
students.

Letters to the Editor

Woodring's DE letter criticized

The Chancellor's Office. given its stated role, is
We are writing in response to the
supposed to act as a liaison between the two
letter that appeared in the DE
campuses (SIUC and SIUE). the Board of Trustees November
28. 1994 written by
and the state Legislature to make sure the Ruth Woodring. entitled ··veterans
University's interests are looked out for. Combine Support. Military Criticized."
In Ms. Woodring's letter she
this with an annual budget of over $ I million and the
large amount of University resources committed to states that a democracy can survive
without a strong military
the office becomes apparent.
establishment.

STUDENTS, THE REASON THE UNIVERSITY
exists. should at least be given equal (to faculty and
non-faculty) representation in choosing who they feel
will sincerely look out for their interests.

Tragic date marked,
friends remembered
TUESDAY, DEC. 6 MARKED TWO YEARS SINCE
the Pyramid Apartment fire that claimed the lives of five
SIUC students. Friends gathered at campus lake on a cold
Wednesday night to remember and pay tribute to those
who never had the chance to live the full lives they
deserved.
The fire. which was heavily suspected to have been
caused by arson and is still under investigation. swept
through the apartment building as its residents slept. Those
killed in the fire were Cheng Teck Wong age 23. Ronald A.
Moy. 23. Kimioko Ajioka. 25. Lai Hung Tam. 23 and
Mazlina Ab Wahid, 28. Of the five. four were seniors so
close to graduation and beginning another stage in life.
Another was an incoming freshman whose experience at
SIUC had just begun.
It can only be hoped that some lessons were learned from
the conditio,1 of some of the building·s safety equipment at
the time of the fire. Residents of the building reported after
the fire that some rooms and areas were without smoke
alarms or had units that did not work. and others reported
fire extinguishers that were broken or missing. Such
conditions cannot be allowed to occur when lives are
ipvolved.

DECEMBER 7TH'S VIGIL PROVIDES ONE
promising light that has emerged from the Joss of life.
There is hopefully some solace in the fact that people are
coming together in memory of their friends and -fellow
students. There is perhaps some comfort in knowing that
after two years those special friends are not forgotten-and
never will be.
·""·••-•,.,

............................. ..,... ....................--·--·---,.·

Although the Cold War is over.
that does not mean that real threats
do not still exist. If the United
States returns to isolationist views
of the 1930"s our democratic wav
of life can again be threatened a., it
wa., during World War II.
As recently as 1990-91 our
democr.icy. and world peace. were
threatened by Saddam Hussein. In
August of 1990 Iraq in,·aded
Kuwait for the expressed purpose
of controlling a large portion of the
world's oil reserves. This
aggression was a direct threat to the
United Stales and her allies wav of
life. which meant it jeopardfzed

their respective democracies. The
battle over Kuwait was for the
expressed purpose of maintaining
free flow or oil al market prices.
which meant lower prices for world
consumers.
In Ms. Woodring·s article she
stated that the US Military was
only interested in protecting the
interest of big US corporations
abroad. and protecting the rich and
white. This idea is not only
ludicrous. it is unfounded. As
recently as in Somalia and Haiti
our military was used in
humanitariar. and relie\'e effort.,.
Ms. Woodring also stated that the
US Military kills more people than
it benefits. During the Gulf War
the US Military and her allies used
laser guided bombs 10 a11ack
strategic targeL, in highly populated
areas 10 cut down in collateral
damage. Our militaries purpose is
to protect the interest of the free
world with as little death as

possible . The O\'crall purpose of
any countries milit3T)' is to kill and
break things. Howe\'er the people
helped by our military efforts far
out way 1hosc who arc hurt by it.
In conclusion ii should be an
honor for anvone lo ser\'e their
country through military services.
The people who ha\'e fought and
died for this counin- did so for the
noblest of reason;. that being to
preserve our freedom and way of
li\'e. If it becomes necessarv to
once again protect the~ freedZllm.
it is our duty to fight in order to
preserve them a.~ our ancestors did
before us. Where would we be
today. Ms. Woodring. if our fathers
and grandfathers had refused 10
join an organi1.ation who\ primary
purpose is to fight"!

-Robert P. Weawr, B.S.• social
studies; and Jack R. Golio •
senior forestry

Klasek remembered, admired
More travelled than most
diplomats and ambassadors. he wa.~
a master ambassador for SJUC. a
man comfortable in the presence of
high officials or common workers,
one never at a loss for the right
thing to say in any situation. a
modest man who always answered
the phone. "This is Mr. Kla'iek."
His legacy is seen in the success
of his many students, for he was
proud of his role as a teacher. in the
programs he influenced in many
parts of the world, in the
contributions which will continue
to help its light remain bright when
others remain static. His legacy is
obvious in his loving family and in
his church home.
A lover of life in its widest
context and a compassionate
humanitarian who wanted others to

enjoy life as he did. he devoted
time and resources generously to
furthering his ideals. He was a
dreamer of heller things for his
university and better ways to gel
things done. He did not a11ow the
impositions of lime or space to
become barricades to his searches
for the better things and better
ways. He his way, often litera11y.
above and beyond such barriers.
sometimes to the detriment of his
own well being. If he lived life in a
large way. it was symbolic of his
large dreams and plans. always in
suppon of his chosen uni\'ersity
and his life's work at SIU.
We call his passing a loss, and ii
is a great loss in many respects, but
there is no loss. and it is a great loss
in many respects, but there is no
loss to be seen when viewing his

How to submit a
letter to the editor:·

completed accomplishments. The
only loss is of of the fresh ideas
and directions he cherished. of the
leadership role he would have held
in a new SIUC International Center
of Excellence. Others will now
have to draw on the memm,,, of his
inspiration for those ide.as and
directions. Others will now have to
step forward, and up. to insure the
continuation of those ideas and
directions, to support with courage
their unfolding and developing.
And thus he will continue to be an
influence and a force for good to
those who remain. Our sorrow is
intensified bv the realization of the
fact that his latest and last flight
was made without his lifelong
companion. Lila.
-James Quisenberry. director,
SJUC International Programs
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HEALTH, from page 1
and Professional Student Council
meeting that as the planning for the
program currently stands, the HIV
testing service would not be anonymous because individuals who are
not students could make use of the
program.
'The biggest problem with anonymous testing is that we wouldn't
know if the people who were partaking of the program were studenL~ or not." Buck said
"Students p.1y for the service, and
if it were anonymous, anyone could
walk in off' the street and take part
in a service they are not paying for.
"The service will remain confidential between student patients
and doctors. however."
Buck said Sunday that plans for
1he testing service and other additional programs to health service
are not yet final, and he said he will
meet today with other SIUC officials to discuss improvements in
University Health Services.
He said he did not want to com•
ment further on specifics of the
IIIV lesting service until he had a

chance to meet witli other health
and University officials.
Patrick Smith, GPSC president,
said he was concerned that if the
HIV testing service was not kept
anonymous, it would have a negative effect on students who use the
service when they seek a career
someday.
Smith, who is also an SIU law
student, said if participation in the
HIV testing service were to appear
on a student's health record, prospective employers could find out
about it and choose not to hire the
student.
"Insurance corporations frequently sell information about
client~." Smith said.
"It is a big business to buy and
sell information. including health
information, about other people.
"If an employer get~ a hold of a
student's health record through
such a p~ure; ·and they see that
a student took part in an HIV test,
the student's chances of working in
that company could end right there.
Most companies don't want to pay

:at=i:r,=

HALLOWEEN, from page 1 - mixed. mingled and maced.
He is marketing the video a.~ the
"perfect shocking stuffer" and
charging potential viewers $19.95
to see what went on Friday and
Saturday night~.
Everything from female exposure to car turnovers is included on
this jumpy, raw footage video with
no voice-overs or music.
"It's pretty plain. I give you the
riot perspective," Raycraft said.
"This is the icing on the cake for
the people who weren't there (on
the Strip). It's exactly what happened"
Raycraft said he visited SIUC in
1988 as a college freshman from
Murray State and remembered the
riotous activity, and thought this
year's celebration would make a
nice addition to the video he shoob

on the University of Illinois' campus in Champaign.
He said he is putting together a
television series called ''Protect and
Serve," which is similar to ''Cops,"
but with a campus view and harder
edge. His next step is to film Manli
Gras.
"These videos are to entertain
and educate. I don't judge positive
or negative, I judge thing.~ for what
they are - this video is reality."
Raycraft said.
"This is not to judge SIU. the
police or the students - it's only a
perspective."
Although Raycraft contacted
Carbondale police before he came
to SIUC. he said he turned over his
video tapes as soon a.~ they a.~ked
for them because he wa.~ afraid of
being subpoenao:I.

The video states all su.<;pccts included are innocent J,1til proven guilty.
Raycraft also ha.~ sold his SIUC
Halloween footage to WON, BBM
and MAQ television stations in
Chicago.
Scotti Davis, a ca.~hier at Varsity
Movie Store, 418 S. Illinois, said
the store has five videos and
posters, but ha.~ not sold any.
Lisa Blankenship, manager of
Circus Video in Eastgate Mall, said
Raycraft approached her about sell•
ing the video Friday, but he must
contact the store's corporate headquarters in Carmi before he may
sell or display posters in the store
advertising the video.
Discount Video, Movie Magic
and Stars & Stripes Video were not
contacted by Raycraft to sell his
tape.

ATTACK, from page 1 - - - - exercise - be sensible and dress
appropriately," Angarola said. "And
stay away from alcohol."
She said doctors do not recommend the flu shot for the general
public.
'The flu is not life-threatening for
most people - it's just an incom·enience," she said.
Angarola said flu shot~ are usually recommended to people who have

a hard time fighting the flu because
of hean or lung problems.
She said students should check
with their physician if they are
interested in getting a flu shoL
A pharmacist at Revco drug store,
located at 2431 W. Main, also recommended students sleep as much
as possible and eat three meals a
day.
If students are not r.ating right,

L~~·

the health premiums for someone
who is going to be sick or has a disease such as IDV."
Smith said despite concerns over
anonymity in the HIV testing process, he feels the service would be
important and ~ to campus
life.
..Ibis is a service that is essential," Smith said
"By not providing it, we (SIUC)
are putting students at risk. We're
not talking about $40,000 to implement such a program.
''We're talking about lives, and if
such a program is not implemented
people will die."
Bill Hall, GPSC representative
for community development, said
he agreed with Smith that the service should be totally anonymous
for those who want to be tested
in;=~
that thereTs"a safe haven where they
can come to and receive testing,"
Hall said.
"This (HIV) is a serious issue.
and it need~ to kept anonymous."

she recommends a multivitamin
supplement
She said if students arc already
sick, they should purchase medica•
!ion to treat their symptoms. instead
oftakingjust any cold medication.
This will help to ensure students
are not over-medicating themselves.
If a cold persists for more than
seven days. the victim should see a
physician, she said.
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WHEN FINALS All OVER,

Union may admit new nations
Los Angeles Times

ESSEN. Germany-Leaders of
the 12-nation European Union formalized plans Saturday that would
open membership to countries of
the fonner Communist Ea.~t Bloc.
Although EU members were criticized for the absence of any precise timetable, adopting the plan
constitutes an important step in
extending the push for an economi•
cally and politically unified Europe
for the first time beyond the continent's old Cold War divide.
"Today was a historic occa.sion for
the European Union and for Europe

Cak·ndar
TODAY

as a whole," declared German Chancellor Helmu~ Kohl, who hosted the
summit
"Who could have conceived of
such a meeting five years ago? This
will help us build a Europe that is
peaceful and prosperous. We have
departed from the pa.~."
As a gesture to symbolize the
EU's commitment, Kohl invited the
leaders of six Centr.tl and East European nations being considered for
membership to participate in the
meeting's final session.
Referring to the image of the leaders of Poland, Hungary, the Cz.ech
Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria and

Romania sitting at an EU summit,
Executive Commission President
Jacques Delors ~..id: 'There is no
longer a distinction between East
and We.~t. We share traditions, culture."
The health and structure of the
economies of the East, however,
differ sharply from those of the
West, and bringing the two into line
fonns the heart of the plan to bring
the former Communist states into
the EU.
Even for the most advanced of
the six, membership may be several
years away, according to EU officials.

4S3-6920.
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB
will meet from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in Davies Gym. For details call Daniel at
S29-0219.

be held at 7 p.m. in the Old Baptist
Foundation Recital Hall. Admission is free.
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RADIO-TV STUDENTS who
have not registered for spring semester should do so now in Comm.
l0S6. For details call Michelle at
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THE CUMMING BEGINS.
OR, SHIP UPS WITH THE BEST, INSTEAD
• World's #1 commercial UPS shipper.
• All shipments guaranteed.
• lowest prices on .moving cartons-huge selection!
• Packing service available.
• Fragile items our specialty.
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MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER
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· ·
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SIUC group plans conference
By David Vingren
Staff Reporter
An SIUC public relations
dub's quality mdional status will
give it the oppodlmity to host an
annual confmmce in Man:h.
The SIUC chapter of the
Public Relations Student Society
of America bas been given permission by district officials to
bold the conference in early
March.
Toe club will be one of few out
of lhe 15 chapter midwest district
to bold its own conference.
Rebeca Bwkbouser, a senior in
speech communication from
Schaumburg and coordinator of
the conference, said the decision
by district officials is an indication quality reputation the SIUC
chapter has.
"I think we have a real strong
standing. not only within the district, but nationally as well,"
Burldlouser said.
Burldlouser said one of primary reasons that district and national officials hold high regard for
the SIUC chapter is because it runs
the only public relations firm south

"It's great any time a
public relations student gets to run a
specialized event. I
think we get a lot
just out of that."
- Jodi Baker

of Springfield
"We have one of the only student-run public relations firms in
the district." Bmthouser said.
The ronfereoc:e, which will be
held March 3 - 5 in SL Louis,
will feature speeches, worltsbops,
and application reviews by professionals in public relations.
Jodi Baker, a senior in speech
communication from Streator
and vice president of the chapter,
said the high recognition is not
only good for her chapter, but
good for SIUC as a whole also.

"It's good because SIU gets
credit for accommodating this
SIUdcDl program," Baker said
Although many collegiate
clubs bold similar conferences,
members of the PRSSA fec:1 that
die experience m3Y be a bit more
valuable to them since coordinating die conference is right up the
alley of public relations.
In the upcoming IIIOlltm, members will be on die phones getting
speakers, puaing together ttavel
plans, and setting up workshops.
1bis gives the public relations
student bands-on experience,"
Burtbouser said
"It's great any time a public
relations student gets to nm a specialiml event," Baker said.
"I think we get a lot just out of
lhat."

.The association bas already

beelJ granted permisdon by Embassy Suites to bold the confer-

ence at its facility.
PRSSA helps students who
wish to go into public relations by
campaigning special interest ~ .
such as environmental protection,
running special events. providing
services and fund raising.

Police· Blot 1<·1·

a warrant for public urinalion. Bail
was set at $1500. She posted 10

Carbondale Police
• Tbere was an mrest on a wmnnt
at Wall and a.t SIRletS. Leslie W.

Trotter, 19, of Mayo was anested
when it was discovered die driver
in a traffic accident was waned on

percent of that and wa. released.
There was a residential burglary
at 304 N. University. Benjamin
Bourdio reponed his Panasonic
cordless phone, some fro7.en IDl'ats
and $170 cab were stolen between
Dec. 9and 10. The estimated ovtt.all value is $223.

•

Summit ends in Miami
The Washinglon Post
MIAMI-President Clinton aod
heads of government ftom 33 Westan Hemspllere nalions Swiday ooncluded a three-day summit whose
commitment to an ambitious program of freer ttade aid streng1hened
democracy led Clinton to predict
that the "spirit of Miami" will be remembered "as a moment when the
course of histozy in the Americas
changed for the better."
At lhe ettemooial conclusion in
Miami's convention center, lhe participating presidents and prime
ministers signed a declaration com-

mining their countries to a series of
lldions aimed at fulfilling Ointon's
diCIUJD that ''prosperity and democracy must go hand in hand."
To underscore those objectives,
the a;sembled presidents - flanked
by Clinton and vice-president Al
Gore - 1isaened raptly to an emotional speech by Haiti's President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

Investigation of Espy expands
The Washington Post

WASHINGTON-The independent counsel probing departing Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy said
Saturdav that he has added investigators
broadened his inquiry to
include possible "gratuity givers and
gratuity takers~ involved with the
Agriculture Department, including
the Alkansas-based chicken produ-

and

cer Tyson Foods Inc.
Donald C. Smaltz. who is examining whether Espy violated federal
laws by accepting gifts from regulated companies, said his mission is
to prosecu.e any federal crimes that
come to his attention in investigating whether companies received favored treatment from Espy or other
USDA officials.
He said he has expanded bis staff

to si;ven lawyers and is bringing in
more federal investigators to probe
numerous allegations that have been
made since he began work in September. Smaltz, who said recent
news accounts of his ir,vestigation
have exaggerated its size and scope,
did ::onfirm that his office has subpoenaed documents to examine certain aspects of Tyson's operations
in Arlcan.~as and other locations.

* * * * * * * * * * *~
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PllotoCoinsyof ParaimouritPlctum
Capt. Jt!an-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart, left) and Lt. Cmdr. Data (Brent Splner) scan maps

of the galaxies in the feature film "Star Trek Generations."

Beam me up, Scotty: Latest
'Generation' worth admission
By Paul Eisenberg
Entertainment Editor
111e Srarship Enterprise has had
some verv bad luck in the la.st lour
Siar Trek· movie.,. and even the collabor:nive effons of its rwo most
famous captains. Kirk and Picard.
cannot save the ship in the movie
··swr Trek Gc:1crations:·
Th,~ movie hc!!ins. like manv of
the previous chapters in the film
.,c1ies. wilh wiuv banter bv member, of the firs! Siar Trek crew.
Scott,._ Chekov and Kirk board vet
anotl;er new Enterprise. now calied
Enterprise B.
The interaction between Kirk
and Scotty wa~ borderline clichc.
including u,ed and abused sayings
like .. Beam them up Scony:·
While the first part of the film
was typical Star Trek movie material. rhe rest of it. 77 ,·cars later when
the Next Genemtion is introduced.
follows rhe fommt of the best Nexl
Generation episode.~.
Kiri. and Picard play the bigge.sl
roles. Scotly and Chekov appear
only brieny.
Alon!! with Picard (Patrick
Srewart). Brent Spincr and Levar
Burton. a, Data and Geordi La

Movie Review
"Star Trelc Generations"

•••

Directed by David Car$0n, pro·
dua,,J by Rick Berman, written by
Ronald D. Moore and Brandon
Braga, based on "Siar Trek; created by Gene Roddenberry. A
Pcramounl Pictures release, ra!ed

PG.

Cast
Patrick Stewr;rt, William Shctner,
Jonathan Frakes, Brent Spiner,
leVor Burtcn, Michael Dom, Gates
Mcfodden, Merino Sir~s, Molcolm
McDowell, Jomes Doohan and
Woller Koenig.

F.:irge. give the best perfonnanees
of the movie.
Spiner appears as fans of the
series have seldom seen him
before; Data finally gel~ emotions.
With his new-found sentiments.
Data provides some of the funniest.
and scariest. acting in the movie.
Another fine performance is

given by Malcolm McDowell; who
plays Dr. Soran. a villain new to the
Siar Trck universe.
As in both Star Trek television
series, the impossible is possible
through the intervention of unexplainable ~pace phenomena. That is
how Kirk eventually meets Picanl.
Another Enterprise is destroyed.
but in a different way. That is why
this movie is a must for the big
screen.
The special effects are nothing
short of outstanding. The crash
scene is unlike anything the
Enterpri!-e has ever encountered. It
is so good. tl1e dircclor included it
twice.
Like other Star Trek films, the '
ground panommas arc incredible as
well. No television can do this
movie justice.
The story, written by Rick;
Berman. Ronald Moore· and:
Brandon Braga. is a suitable jo_ur'- ,
ney into•fantasy which keeps one .
interested without much confusiort,
but it is not outstanding. ~ , ·· ·
Aside from Picard and Data,
much of the dialogue is a bit
strained.
The movie is worth the five
bucks. though. Three stars.

Holiday travelers inconvenienced
by federal restrictions on plaries
Los Angeles Times
CHICAGO-Until last week
rhev were the workhorses of
Midwestern commuter commerce.
hut now they arc lined two abreast
againsl the piercing winter wind on
lhe ff Hare ln1ema1ional Airpon
tannac. as uscle.ss and immobili7.ed
as dinosaur skeletons.
Standing idle amid ru11.vay ice
patches caused by a weekend cold
snap are nearly all of American
Eagle Airlines' fleet of 53
European-built ATR 1urboprop
planes. grounded by Friday's government order banning theil' use
when icy weather is present or forecast.
The Federal Aviation Administrnti1;n's order. which came in the
wake of an October ATR-72 crash
in Indiana that killed all 68 people

,'.Z On S;ru"")( - - or P,»C

..•

•••
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find allcmate flight~ or otl1er forms
American Eagle officials also
of tr,msponation to take the place said Satu<day that jct routes would
of routes served by the ATR-72 and ~tart Sunday between O'Hare and
ATR-42 aircraft. Despite swiflly larger airports in Milwaukee,
hatched plans to ~hift many of the Indianapolis and Grand Rapids,
airline industry's 156 ATR planes Mich .• but that those hubs will now
to airpons in the· South, up to 15 have fewer daily flighls than they
percent of the seal~ on regional air had before the FAA order.
carriers may be jeopardiud for up
The rows of ATR aircraft lined
to another month: airline officials on the Chicago tannac and continusaid.
''
ing cancellations-on Saturday, a11 ·
"It's turning the apple cart of American Eagle's 298 ATR
upside-down," said Mary Frances flights to and from, O'Hare were
Fagan, a spokeswoman,
canceled-testified 10' ihe chaos
American Eagle,. American. lhat the FAA order, is bringing'.to
Airlines' commu1er subs!~iary, :c holiday travelers·and lo·business
which runs a 1hird of-the nation's·· commuters who once used the ATR
ATR aircraft and wac hardest hit by·. planes· as casually as _suburban
the groundings.
· trains.
: ,.
··
American Eagle announced
Lines were long al American,
Saturday that all ofiL~ J\TR airer.di Eagle gales afler the order was
at O'Hare w~uld remain idle at . issued ,on Friday, but by, Satunlay,
least until nexl Thursdav .while · the shutdowil had left the, Jong ter~,'
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.$•f~W fir•t= Holidays bring
fifk Of Christmas tree fires

·By Jolin Kmitta
.Staff Reporter

Slip n' slide
Seven-year-old James Wells (right) gets a lesson in
gravity after losing his balance while sliding around
on a sheet of Ice outside his home Sunday afternoon
at Evergreen Terrace: Wells' six-year-old brother
Paul, exits the rink for a short break In the fun. The
extent of the injuries reported went only as far ••
cold hands and bruised bottoms.

The Christmas holidays are a
time to think of family. friends
and festivities, but often a lack of
thinking about safety can result in
disaster. fire officials said.
According to the Office of the
Illinois Stale Fire Marshal,
Christmas trees and decorations
can be·potenlial fire risks.
In Illinois 1993, fires relaled 10
holiday decorations injured four
people and caused nearly half a
million dollars damage.
The National fire Protection
Association reporied that more
than_SOO fires per year have been
started by the ignition of
Chris1mas 1rees, causing an
average of 16 deaths, 81 injuries
and more lhan S JO million in
property damage nationwide
annually.
The United States Fire
Administration reported that
every year from 1987 to 1991.
Christmas trees were involved in

an average of 1,270 fires.
State fire Marshal Thomas
Armstead offered t~e following
suggestions of how to make the
holidays safe.
• When choosing fresh
trees, choose those with nonbrittle, flexible needles l\nd
store fresh trees outside until
ready to decorate them.
• .Jnce the tree is brought
inside, cut the bottom two inche!>
off the tree's trunk.
Place fresh trees in deep. nontip slands and water 1hem
frequently.
• Anificial trees should carry
the label of a recognized
laboratory such· as the UL safety
seal.
All_trees should be placed away
from heat sources and should
never block exits.
• Decorative lights should
never be used on metallic trees.
and candles should never be used
on trees.
• Inspect all light strings for
worn insulation, broken plugs or

loose bulbs or sockets.
• All decorations, including
lights, should be turned off before
leaving home or going to bed.
• Use flame-retardant or noncombustible decorations. and do
not overload electrical outlets.
• Do not use indoor lights
outside: all outdoor lights should
be weather-proofed.
• When using candles. use
them cautiously.
During Hanukkah. make sure
candles are firmlv set in the
menorah and alway; have adults
present during the lighting
ceremony.
• Install and check smoke
detectors. change batteries if

needed.

• Provide large ashtrays and
dispose of smoking malerials in
covered metal waste containers.
After panies. check upholstery
and furniture for cigarette butts.
"If everyone follows these fire
safety rules, the holidays can
remain safe and festive:·
Armstead said.

Embattled nations accept NObel Peace Prize
The Weshington Post
OSLO. Norway-Leaders of two
of the world's most embattled
peoples-Israelis
and
Palestinians-accepted the Nobel
Peace Prize Saturday and. in the
name of the martyrs of the pa<;t and
the children of the future, pledged
their determination to remain
wonhvofiL
Pal~stinian leader Ya<;ser ArafaJ
and Prime Minister Yitzilak Rabin
and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
of Israel each acknowledged the
pain his enemies have suffered. ·,
,1rikingly similar e\'Ocations. all

three spoke of their nations·
respective histories. exile and
diaspora-and of their aspirations
for Jerusalem.
And each warned of the fragility
of the peace so far. "The job is
difficult, complex and trying."'
Rabin said in his acceptance
speech. "Mistakes could topple the
whole structure and bring disaster
down upon us:·
Denial of legitimate rights, said
Arafat, chairman of the Palestine
Liberation Organization. will "keep
the ember burning. hidden under
ashes ... ready to explode at any
time:·

"As we leave a world of enemies,
we enter a world of.dangers," said
Peres. But. he said,;"all of us
remain committed to the process.
We have reached the'.age where
dialog?,e is the only_~on_for our
world.
,,,,.
"The wars we fought.were foro:d
upon us;• said Peres. ,"Illanks to the ,
Israeli Defense forces we won
them all. But we dicf riot win the
greatest ,·ictory that we aspired to:
release from the need to win
victories. We proved that the
aggressors do not necessarily
emerge as the victors. but we
learned that the victors do not

necessarily win peace."
And each pleaded with the rest of
the world for suppon- financial
and moral-to sustain the effort.
It was the first time the Nobel
Peace Prize has been awarded to
three individuals. It was also the
first time Norway. which bestows
the prize, has been so involved in
the evenL~ that led to it: the Oslo
Accords between Israel and the
PLO, which were honored Saturday
for paving the way to limited
Palestinian autonomy in the Gaza
Strip and Jericho. were brokered by
Norwegian diplomats. As the prime
minister. king ·anc1 queen uf Norway

looked on from the stage of Oslo's
City Hall. each laureate paid special
tribute to Norway"s role. which wa<;
continuing even as the participanL<;
prepared for Saturday's ceremony.
Members of the Israeli and
Palestinian delegations here had
been up all night with Norwegian
intermediaries attempting to make
further progress in their
negotiations. frayed by violence
and by disagreemenL<; over the pace
of Israel's military redeployment in
Gaza and Jericho and subsequent
Palestinian elections. More talking
was scheduled for tonight. after a
banquet here. and Sunday.

Gingrich develops medical device:
to resuscitate heart attack victims
The Washington Post

suggest that the product might not FDA has raised the issue of
work any better than conventional informed consent. which protects
WASHINGTON-The Sunday CPR.
patients from being subjected to
morning television talk shows arc
By the time Gingrich displayed it risky therapies without their
not the usual venue for revealing the 1he homely Cardiopump had been knowledge and approval. In April
latest advances in medical science. used a~ an example of the evils of 1993. the agency halted a clinical
But there was incoming House overrcgulation on ABC's .. 20/20" trial of the pump in the United
speaker Newt Gingrich. R-Ga .. and in the pages of the Wall Street States.
displaying a Cardiopump. a m~ical Journal, the Washington limes and
FDA officials say informed
device for re.,;uscitatine heart attack other publications.
consent was not the only problem
victims. on last Sunday's edition of
Yet Ambu executive Sanjay that led to ending the 1993 clinical
NBC's "Meet the Press:·
Parikh said the company is not trial. Ambu had not received the
Gingrich had high praise for the currently a,;king the FDA to approve proper permits from the FDA to
de\'ice, which he said "increases by its device. Ambu initially sought conduct the tests, and the agency
54 percent the number of people quick approval for the product by raised quei,tions about whether the
who have CPR who get to the submitting an application usually study was designed well enough to
hospital and have a chance to reserved for products that are very provide regulators with useful
recover." The Cardiopump looks 3 similar to devices already on the information about the safety and
little like a drain plunger and aids market. The FDA bounced that efficacy of the device.
the decompression of the chest application. s&ggesting that Ambu
"Our position is that there might
cavity during cardiopulmonary try again, but with the fuller kind of be some research that's difficult to
resuscitation by pulling on the chest application required for new or do, but we're committed lo doing
wi.th each upward stroke.
breakthrough devices.
it-and we're committed to doing it
Gingrich was not just playing
To Larry Piper. a District of ethically," said FDA spokesman Jim
show-and-tell. The Cardiopump. he Columbia lawyer who is counsel to O'Hara. Agency officials said
said, was an example of an Ambu. the FDA is being too informed consennieed not be a bar· ,
overprotective
government. inflexible. "Something like this to conducting studies and said it '
Although the device is used in at shouldn't require obstacles that are might even be able to accept the ,
lea~t 11 other countries. he said. "it unreasonable
or
overly results of studies conducred in other ·,
is illegal in the United States burdensome;· said Piper. a former nations.
because.you can't get a lest on a FDA official. "They should help to
But does the device work? Initial
·. person who has a heart attack facilitate rather than complicate the studies in animals and humans were
becaa,;e they're unconscious, so you availability of these kinds of promising. It looked like "one of the
can't get informed consent."
product,;."
most promising devices to come
There are just a couple of
1bc company is still looking into down the road in the last IO or 20
problem., with Gingrich's pitch: Ti,· resubmitting its application. Parikh years," said Michael Callaham, a·
company that markets the device. said. "Right now, we are in · physician · and professor-· of'Ambu International of Denmark. between," he said. "We are trying to emergency · medicine at the.:
does not have an application before . decide how to proceed fulther."
University.of California at Sail ,
the· Food and Drug Administration
One problem with proceeding Francisco. who is coauthor of four.
to approve it. and recent tests funher. as Gingiich noted, is that the studiesortheCinfiopump. • ·
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Clinton reconsiders middle class tax cut
might unveil a specific proposal in
an address to the nation later this

The Washington Post

WASHINGTON-Faced with a
Republican Congress with welladvertised plans to cut taxes,
President Clinton Sunday promised
a tax break for lbe middle class if
the government can afford it
"I intend to propose one as long
as I can pay for it," the president
said al a news cooference following the Summit of the Americas in

Miami.
Reviving a 1992 campaign

promise that be dropped in favor of
deficit mJuction, Clinton said of a
middle-class tax CUI, '1 Want to fulfill the commitment of our campaign and my commitment 10 lax
fairness." He added, "I think we
can achieve that objective,"
according to an Associated Press
account of the news~Since shortly after the
Republican victory in the mid-tenn
election, senior White House officials have predicted that a middleems tax cut totaling $40 billion to
$50 billion over five years would

President plans to reveal new goals in speech
Los Angeles Tmes

WASHINGTON-President
Clinton, still shaken by the
Republican cabo-ver of Congress
in last month's eJedions, pbms to
deliver a major speech Ibis week
designed to demonstrale a clear
sense of where be hopes to tab
the Dlli~veo tboagb be bas
not yet determined precisely
wbcretbalis.
Although Clinton is determined to deliver what would
amount to a pre-State of the
Union Address setting out bis
goals md priorities, he is being
pulled by c:onflicting advice from

be included in the adminislndion's
1996 budget. The poleDlial tu cut
bas been described by admiaislration officials as one of several

Asked specifically whether
Ointoo will announce the tax cut in
such a speech, Panetta said, "the
president does want to lay out the
course for these next two years,
and obviously that issue would be
ings with Republican congresone be will address if, hopefully,
sional leaden and conferred
we find t h e ~ to pay for it"
almJst daily wilh bis own adrisSpeRting 011 the CBS' "Face the
ers, but remains undecided on
Natioo," Panetta said the tax cul
bow to counter many of the
bad
been remsessed in the wake of
GOP's plans, including proposthe mid-lmn eledions.
als to cut middle-income and
"I
think, obviously, we would
capilal pins taxes, senior aides
lib to assist average wortcing famidnowledge.
tions.
lies in Ibis country," be said. "One
However, Patrick J. Griffin,
Even the question of what be
of the things we teamed from the
should tell die American people Clinton's asistant for congreseJection is tbat although we have an
about die plam be is devising Im sional relations, said the presieconomic recovery, that a lot of it
left the president in a state of dent is intmt on laying out his
did not affect those average workgoals for lhe DClll two )alS.
uncertainty.
ing families. They still have economic anxieties; they're still worried about themselves and their
effarts die p"eSidenl migbt mah to die goal of a middle-cla.u tax cut, kids. Obviously, to be able to give
~ the polilicll cemw:r.
ml in
appearance White them something back in terms of a
ID bis remarts SUDday Clinton House Chief of Staff Leon E. middle-income tax cul makes
publicly associated himself with ~
...-;;o·_ _
suggesm1
_ _ _11111
__1he_JRSideot
__. ___smse
__· " - - - - - - - - - . . . ~

aides aid is fffling the pressure
of competing Democratic and
Republicln agendas.
He his beJd a 11!:ries of mm-

Some advisers said they felt be
should bep a lower profile until
lhe 104dt Congress convmes OD
J111.4.
Some aides expessed concem
lbat the spcccb will serve little
purpose except to give the
Republicans another target for
die lleady dnnn-fire of c:ridcism
they have leveled at Clinton's
potic:ies since die sweeping GOP
victories in the Novembet elec-

a.,.,._

U.N. peacekeeping mission

meets sabotage from Serbs

Los Angeles Tmes

ZAGREB, Croatia - U.N.
Protection Force officials Sunday
accused Bosnian Serbs of deliberately undermining their peacekeeping and humanitarian mission after
the nationalist rebels hijacked U.N.
fuel tankers and banned armed
escons of relief convoys.
1be incidents were the latest in a
monthlong series of humiliations,
provocations and sabotage directed
at the U.N. mission, which has
24,000 troops deployed throughout
Bosnia-Henegovina.
Coming at a time when Western
nations are seriously considering a
pullout of their vulnerable troops,
the actions seemed calculated to
encourage the international community to leave Bosnia to the
rebels' mercy.
Bosnian Serb gunmen surprised
Danish military escorts early
Sunday at a roadblock near the capital, Sarajevo, chasing most U.N.
personnel away at gunpoint and
stealing three tankers, said mission
spokesman Paul Risley.
Two of the drivers refused to
leave their vehicles and were
hijacked along with the fuel.
lbey were later released.
Lt. Col. Jan-Did: von Merveldt,
the U.N. mission's Sarajevo
spokes-man. called the fuel heist
"highway robbery and inflamed

banditry."

Comtant harassment of the mission supply lines bas endangered
most U.N. opmtiom in Bosnia.
The 400 U.N. troops in lhe "safe
area" of Goral.de have been forced
10 make dangerous foot patrols to
keep an eye on that city, and all
armored-vehicle convoy prritection

"This is an unacceptable demand on the
part of the Bosnian
Serbs."
-Paul Risley
U.N. mission spokesman
was due to cease this week for lack
of fuel even before the Serbian
announcement banning military

escorts.
Shepherding relief convoys into
besieged areas of Bosnia is the
main task of the U.N. mission, and
such a ban would render the presence of most troops meaningless.
U.N. troops also are supposed to
proteet six designated safe areas Gorazde, Sarajevo, Srebrenica,
2.epa, Tuzla and Bibac.
But their presence in those
enclaves is largely symbolic and
bas done little. to deter artillery
attacks.

The U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees bas warned that the
agency would be uml,le lo deli-ver
food, medicine and shelter supplies
to embattled communities without
U.N.
escorts across

n.m,ary

Selbian lines.
"Ibis is an unacceplable demand
OD the part Of the Bosnian Serbs,"
Risley said.
uThis indicates an organized
attempt by the Bosnian Serbs to
create conditions for the continued
delivery of humanitarian aid to
civilians within their territory but
without any UNPROFOR presence," he said
" They are saying they don't
need UNPROFOR."
That ha~ lx:en the message from
the Serbs for weeks as they have
grabbed U.N. troops as insurance
against further air strikes by the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
and trapped peac:ekeq:= guarding
besieged enclaves.
More than 1,200 Bangladeshis it1
the ravaged Bihac region cannot
leave their barracks for lack of
food, fuel and winter clothing
caused by a blockade by Bosnian
and Croatian Sems.
More than 200,000 Bosnians are
dead or missing in the 32-moothold conflict, and more than 120
U.N. personnel have been killed
despite the mission's limited :md
neutral mandate.

LINDELL

The Washington Post
1be Tennessee Valley Authority,
one of the nation's largest power
producers, will halt work on the
last three nuclear power plants
under construction in the United
States.
The decision, which will be
announced Monday, marks the end
of an era for the nation's oncemighty nuclear power industry,
which bad held the promise of freeing the country from its dependence OD foreign-produced oil.
Across lb,: nation 109 nuclear
units produce about 20 percent of
the nation's dectricity, second ooly
10 the ouiput of coal-fired power

plants. But most l!tilities long ago
dropped plans to build new nuclear
plants because of prohibitively high
costs. No new plants have been
ordered since 1978.
The TVA's decision reinforces
the widespread view among people
in the power industry that the costs
and regulatmy hurdles involved in
building nuclear plants make it
increasingly unlikely that new
planll> will be built in the United

States.
'1 think this is bringing 10 a close
the present generation of nuclear
plants," TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell said in :i telephone inter-

view.
The TVA's decision lo pull the
plug on its constmctioo of nucleardriven electrical plants is intended
to reduce its debt and to help it
compete in the deregulated world
fast atriving for lhe nmo,i's elecutcal industry, Crowell said.

Crowell, SO, a Ointon administration appointee, said the TVA
would consider completing the
three plant~ if ii could find partners
to help with the financing. "But to
be honest," be said, "there's a very
slim possibility of finding part-

ners."
1be Washington-based Nuclear
Energy Institute, the industry's
trade msocialion, has insisted that ii
has a strategic plan for building
new nuclear plants. In a recent
report, it said the plan is key to
ensuring that nuclear power
remains a viable: option for generating declricily into lhe 21 SI century.
The institute bas rejeclcd predictions by independent power suppliers that natural gas will become
increasingly popular as a way to
generate electricity, saying that:

growing depeodeuce OD na1Ural gas .
is risky because of uncenainties .'

over its pice and supply.

w. sTuRG1s

MEMOR1A1;_=C SERVICE
CAIL FOR NOMINATIONS
Established in 1979, die Lindell W. Sturgis Memorial Public
Service Award is presented by the SIU Board of Trustees to an
SIUC employee to recognize public service effortscontributions to the community, area, state or nation-based
upon activities unrelated to his/her job responsibilities.

Deadline for nominations: December 16, 1994

Please direct nominations to:
Mr. Jack R. Dyer
Committee Chair
University Relations

913 S. Oak.land
For more information, please call 453-5306

Hours:
Mon.-Thur. llam-lam
ri. & Sat. l lam-3am
Sunday Noon-lam

Nuclear projects cancelled
Construction halted
on three Tennessee
Valley power plants

week.
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BEER, from page 1====-=...,.,.,.~="'

to follow suit.
is going to attend the Siebel
They totally reno\'ated the inside
Institute in Chicago and actually
nf the 86-year-old farmhouse.
~come a cenified brewmeistert
building a bar in fom1er bedrooms.
Le\lault said.
enlaq;ing the kitchen and re-carpet"'They take you through extening the floors. A deck was built
. sive training in terms of how a
.c;,_,,•i:.:'.;,.::,,.t microbrewesy works, so you know
outside amt they went beyond the
laws in accommodations for the
how the equipment is set up,"
disabled. The loft upstairs was
French said. adding that it is very
re\'amped to pnJ\'ide a comfonable
important to know how to prevent
non-smoking area. along with a
mechanical failures that could rain
balcony and a wonderful view of
a whole batch. a common mishap
the area.
in new microbreweries.
"'We traveled extensively in our
In addition to being a microjobs and we became enamored of
brewery, Mississippi Delta is also a
microbreweries some years ago.~:.·
restaurant. lbe-food is made with
LeVault said. •·we had been to a IOI ·
ingredients supplied by Southern
of microbreweries. but honestly. '
Illinois vendors whenever possible,
we had no idea we were going to ·
and offers a-nice complement to the
put a microbrewery in here when
beers. LeVault and French try to
we bought the farm.""
offer the freshest. highest-quality
LeVault said they did not know
food possible. The catfish they use
how well a microbrewery would do
is from a fishery in nearby
in a rural area. They projected the
, Johnston City. which utilizes a
establishment would do well
method of raising catfish that prebecause of the uniqueness of the
vents the musky taste common
business and the historical ties to
among the breed. It is served the
home-brewing in the area .
same day it is pulled out of the
..This area dm1rn here wa, pretty
water.
wide open back in the "20s and
Mississippi Delta's beers are
'30s."" LeVault said ...A lot ofboolavailable to go in mason jars, the
lcgging. a lot of roadhouses with
same packaging used by the boolprostitutes. A lot of the towns were
SlallplllllDllfllcftNl;J.Dlllllt leggers of yore.
built up around the coal mines that Mlululppl·Delta lllcro 8Nwery employ9e JUMIIII Ray pre"We are looking to go to a halfwere booming back in those days. pares a sample platter of beer Friday afternoon to offar cus- gallon jug;• French said.
So there was a lot of home-brewing
"But wc·ve had a little trouble fintomers whO have trouble deciding exactly which bNr bNt ding
and that sort of thing going on in
a vendor that doesn't want to
suits their taste buds. The platter includn • range or beer9, sell 648 of them. which is a palette.
this
from•
Charlie
Birger
Daf1:t
to•
Light
Amber
Egypt.
After doing some research.
at a time.
French and LeVault decided to
"We don't have the space to
contract out to Capital Brewing don't want them to be suddenly blend with them."
maintain them. so we've been kind
Company in Madison. Wisc. to surprised and want to be driving
French said that some alterations of hesitant to do that."
brew their lx...:r until they have the home and they shouldn't be. or not were suggested by Capital when
Mississippi Delta"s beers will
facilities and the license to do so on planning on having someone else production increa'iCd from the cou- probably never be mass-marketed
their own.
drive who isn't drinking or drink- ple's typical two-ca.,;e output.
in their current form. because the
"We"re havin" thcM' "uvs make ing less then they arc."
Although the business is up and lack of preservati\'es in the brew
our beers for ;,_-· LeVauit said.
Currently. Mississippi Delta's running. further ·training will be only allows for a st,e\f life of five
·
.. It's our hcer. it ha, our name on it. best-selling beers are Charlie necessary.
to seven days. LeVault said.
they ,hip down to u, in kegs Bimcr Dark. a soft dark 1:11..--cr with a
"Once we are close to having our
LeVaull said people from all over
through a di,tributor in Champaign tciu~h of wffce. and J.W. Dundee own brewery on site here. one of us Southern Illinois visit the place regand. ri!!ht n11w. it', \\orkin!! out Honey Brown Lager. made with
\'Cl"\' \\<!II.
Canadian honey. The Honey
'"The~ rCapital Brewing! dn a, Bmwn Lager is not made from
line of a job a, anv n1ic:rohrewcn· their recipe: hut it docs well in an
I" \'e ,ecn ·in th,· c:o~ntrv in tcnn, <;f area where Anheuser-Busch prodhcin!! c11n,i,tcntlv cxc~llcnt.''
uct, arc popular ,ince it is not as
Jl.li"i,,ippi [)clta i, presently ful I-bodied as typical microoffcrin!! ,ix different beer,: brewed lx...:rs.
Oct11hcrl·c,t. Little Egypt Amber.
..TI1e Honev Brown tends to he a
He,1rtl;rnd Pilsner and Cl,~orlie linlc sweeter:·· French said. "Both
Bir~cr Dark an: lcVault and women and men alike who like it
Fre'iic:h·, own. while Michael more mellow and caw come back
·
Shea·, and J.W. Dundee Hone,· for it."'
Brown Lager arc made b" other
French and LcVault are plannfor.
n1icrobrew~ries.
•
to add an apple cider product that ·s
While mass-produced beer is popular among women in the westu,ually limited to 3.5 to --1 percent ern United States and a half-Weiscn
alcohol. Mis,issippi Delta·, beers beer.
run between five to 7.5 percent.
The n.--cipes went through a trialFrench said thcv arc allowed to and-error process as LcVault and
have a higher concentration of French brewed their own beer at
alcohol in their product, because home.
thev are brewed on a much smaller
··ran of it C'Jmc through the proSC:!!<' than others.
cess of home-brewing.·· French
..We certainlv don't tout the fact said. ··some of the work that we·vc
that it ilas a higher alcohol con- done in tenns of our recipes have
antf saveat
tent."' she said. ··we gcnerJlly tend come through us and we·vc been
to warn consumers because we
able to maintain that particular

area:·

ularly, and business has been very

good.
'"lbe performance of the establishment has probably been a little
ahead than we projected." he said.
..If you're out looking for a quarter or a 50-cent draft or a buck
pitcher, that's not us," LeVault said.
"We don't ever want to be that.
"We get a coal miner sitting next
to a school principal sitting next to
a Harley rider sitting next to an
attorney," LeVault said... In my
mind. that's exactly what a microbrewesy should be.
"We're doing exactly what we
sought to do in attractii~g people
from a wide area and of varying
backgroonds."
Next spring, the couple plans to
begin a "you-pick" flower, herb
and spice garden on the farm. along
with a ga,.ebo and summer kitchen
to provide an area for catering services. A vadetv of live music is
also planned. ·
.. Everything we do here, we
want to be a little bit different,"
LeVault said.
"We want to be on the cutting
edge for the area, so to speak. We
don't want to do what everybody
else is doing."
LeVault said even though the
work is hard at times, it is rewarding.
"'It's a different kind of pressure
and a different set of demands. but
it's fun because it's different." he
said.
"You answer to yourself and
when you get to the end of the day.
it's a lot easier to look back and say.
·Look what I've accomplished."'
Mississippi
Delta Micro
Brewery. Inc. is located on
Williamson-Franklin County Linc
Road in West Frankfort. just off
Illinois Route 37. For more information. call 932-BREW (2739).
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EXAMS, from page 1 - Sunda,· afternoon due to finals Egert. owner of Longbranch Coffee
week. ·
House. I00 E. Jackson St.. said in
Wachtel said she umally is at the the past week the cafc ha~ been full
diner every night tx:tween the hours of student\.
of 6 p.m. and midnight because it
--we have a regular clientclc that
provides an ideal studying environ- studies here. but we have seen a
ment.
slight inereao;e:· he said .
.. You can smoke. and wailers
Egr · said his· business will be
bring you refills of coffee - that's ope11 1..1til 2 a.m. every day this
why people come here:· she said.
week. which is an hour later than
Cindy Daniel. a proprietor of the usual.
Corner Diner. said the restaurant
"Most of our business is after 6
has been open 24 hours since hst p.m .. and we want to accommodate
Wednesday and will continue this the studcnls." he said.
schedule all week.
Of cour.;e, some students choose
Daniel said the diner caters to to study in the traditional libra,y ·setstudents and has always been a ting.
popular place to study with friends.
Ryan Maddey. a sophomore in
but business ha~ increased as finals computer science from Bol:ngbrook,
grow closer and there is a steady said he tries to study,ai•Morris Lib;..
flow of customers no matter what .. rary at 7 p.ril. evel)',WCCK night... :
time. day or night.
., .:;.:: .: · Maddey said it i~easier io put in'r
•7
.
Another- local coffee sh • . -· • .a little ~ffon altsemesrer. than cnimt
~~::~~%ing a ti~tness bo<( :
afonce. ·
1
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Soviets tighten noose, $1 ~billion bailout reveals
·many-Japanese banks
rebel capital near~: fall . ~StrugglihQ'With
bad debt
MOSCOW, Dec. 12-Russiau
troops and tanks began to tighten
the noose around the capital of the
rebel republic of Chechnya on
Sunday, kiJJing at least four
civilians and wounding 12 others
who tried to block their advance.
The Kremlin's decision to use
force to regain control of the oilrich, detia.nt Muslim republic while
its leader was offering to negotiate
for peace drove President Boris N.
Yeltsin's staunchest liberal

defenders into the S1lfflS in p_otesl.
"I fear for the ·fate of Russian
democracy," said Yegor T. Ciaidar,
the economist who was once
Yeltsio's acting prime minister and
the symbol of Russia's free-market
economic reforms.
Gaidar demanded that the
Russian military refrain frnm
storming Grozny, the Chechen
capital. By early Monday, it was
still unclear whether the troops
intended to capture the city of

400,000 or merely encircle it ancf
demand the surrender of
Chechnya's pesideot, Dmokar M.

Dudayev.
Chechen officials at first
canceled peace talks that bad been

scheduled for Monday. Later
Sunday, they said a delegation of
eight Cbecbens will meet with their
Russian counterparts Monday.
Russian liberals gathered in
Moscow's central Pushkin Square
for an impromptu anti-war protest. ·

GOALS, from page 3

TOKYO-Japan's central
bank, in its first emergency
bailout of private lending
institutions,. bas agreed to liel up
a special bank to rescue two.
ailing credit firms.
. .
Bank of Japan Govemt.>T
Yasusbi Mieno told a' news
amference on Friday that.the
rescue wai needed as· an
emergency measure to;iolve ·
worsening met pi:,1_lleim ~ the
two Tokyo-based , credit
institutions and to ·secure a
stable Ja~anese : financial

shortJy after Mieno, the
outgoing central bank governor,
fina11y admitted that Japanese
banks are struggling with a
"huge" amount of bad debt.
He conceded that they will
not solve the problem soon.

Mieoo's comments cootrast::d
sharply
with
repeated
declarations he made throughout
1994 that the debt problem bad
passed its peak and would be
solved in a year or two.
He did reiterate his earlier
view that bad loans have
stopped iocreamig.
Mieno admitted for the first
Takemura said sq,arately that time, however, that "the overall
recovery (of the banks) will take
much mie time" to complete.
He blamed what be called the
Credit Bantand·Totyo Kyowa "sluggish" real estate market for
:Credit Associalioo, ae saddled. polonging the trouble.
- with. total· bad assets of Sl
Nearly all Japanese banks
insist on taking _-eal estate as
collaleral when making loans.
Hoping that land values will
commitmenfto ensuring the rise eventually, banks have
refused to dispose of
s1abl!ity oftbe banking system
The bailout :,.- announced
commercial properties.
..

, -~-~~~osbi

how much funding Illinois will
receive.
Beggs said Illinois may receive
between 13 and 15 million dollars
for each of the five years the
"Educate America Plan" is
implemented. After .the monetary
amount is settled upon, subsequent
proposals are not required. but the
federal government will annually
monitor each state's progress.
"Exactly how much we may get
is entirely dependent on what the
new Congress decides," he said
Tom
Kerins,
assistant

superintendent for
school
improvement and assessment for
the Illinois Board of Education,
said this is the first educational plan
which closely. links the federal and
state governments.
"This is the first plan that
provides the states not only with
the opportunity (to improve the
quality of education), but the
guidance of cooperation with the
federal govc.mment," he said
Kerins said the federal
government first conceived of it at
an educational summit at

Charlottesville, Va., in t988: It.MIS.
Jcicked around-Congress until·]asi•
year whmJlmidrd Clinton signed
it in1D lav.i; tie said. •
"'lnat's:generally bow !ong it,,
takes for legislature to pass
Coilgiess.'~ he saicl. .
.
··
Beggs said :after the: state
receives federa1 funding, the
man~v will be distributedon a
competitive basis.
· · ·· .
"When the money is received in
fflinois. the local districts will.have
to apply and compete for;~;".;be·.
said
""' ' ·-, .\~

taxpayers, yet the survey found that
most home healthcare workers are
u~aid and receive few benefits.
"(Home healthcare workers) are
the working poor," _said Bessie
Cannon, president of Service
Workers International· Union Local
880, a sponsor of the survey.
"Home healthcare workers are
hard-working, yet impoverished.
We save the State of Illinois
millions of dollars."
SEIU Local 880 is a union of
home healthcare workers formed in
the Midwest, gathering over 5,000
members since 1989.
The survey found that 25 per.:ent
of home healthcare workers are
college students or have some
coJJege education, but that number
may be declining.

Shelly Mays, Jackson County
manager for National Homecare
Systelllli, said her company used to
employ many college students but
the number has decreased in the
last year.
Rasa Da,·is, a certified nurse's
assistant, was a home healthcare
worker part-time between jobs as a
certified nursing assistant (CNA).
Davis, a sophomore in nursing at
John A. Logan College, said her
home healthcare job paid fairly
well.
'1 had one client, which usually
only required three hours ofwodt a
day," she said. "But I always got
paid for a full eight hours, so it
worked out pretty good."
Davis said she is DOW earning a
lot more money as a CNA, and

prefers her new job.
Home healthcare workers
receive few benefits, causing them
to consider ~ t position to
•Jie less secure!ttiii previous jobs,
the survey fouiifSome 77 pen:ent
of those su'i'Yeyed said they
preferred past jobs to home
healthcare. However, many wort in
home healthcare because they lost
beUerjobs.
.
Kathleen Shankman, research
associate in Northern Illinois
University's
Center
f~r
Governmental Studies, said jvbs ·
with better.benefit packages are •
becoming Jess common.
.
"One-third of them (surveyed)
lost their best employment when
their company moved, closed, or
downsized," she said--

in ·

::~T~U!:
:~~~~
was

• •••IICIJ Nl9ht
PAY, from page 3 - - - - - rsind-,_
AH· You Can lat
Spa9heNI

$4.99
includes
e Pasta House Company salad, hot chees
garlic bread and your choice of Spaghetti
Bolognese (our famous meat sauce),
·Spaghetti Pomodoro or Spaghetti Siciliano.

Tuesda.t FREE

CAREER, from page 3
The Affirmative Action office
"Over the summer, I learned together," she said. "I'm really.
recently received $75,000 for the which colleges to go to for my pro11d of them fol' being
Career Prep program.
program." sbe said
motivated."
Ronnivasht~
Whitehead,
A yearly Career Prep scholarship
Project Aspire began in Octotier.
sophomore in radio-television from is open to seniors from area high and is the first African American
Chicago, serves as a mentor and schools who have previously program for studen!.S in Saline·
instructor in the progr.:m for participatedin'theprogram.
County.
.
eighth0 grade boys and says the kids
Jackson said Bryson hires area
Carla Jackson said many students,
really like the program
teachers to help in Career Prep, a~ are biracial, and need more
"When a student first comes they well as minority college students interaction with African American'
play around, But after a while tt~y enrolled at Sf.'...
students.
begin to compete with each other to
"Mentors serve as a rcie mc>del
"We have 40 sixth, seventh and
do better jobs on projects. The and share college experi,~ccs. But eighth graders who come one
program helps 'to give them everyone has to work tugether tc Saturday a month to learn. Theit ;
. motivation :10d the ones who keep achieve a common goal," she said.
enthusiasm is overwhelming," she .•j
· coming back are the ones who
Keith Russell, a sixth-grade said
·.
! ~ y want help," Whitehead said
panicipant f1()m Carbondale, said
Brandon Shelton, a volunteer
'. •,.Whitehead's group was.creating he likes the program because it is Project Aspire mentc,r and member
· a newspaper, writing.stoii.:::s and educationa1, he meets other kids of AJpha Phi AJpha fraternity, said'
drawing pi~.
·. ,,
and gets to eat lunch at it is nice that the students are taking
The vinth-grade girls also ~ e McDonald's:
advantage
of_ educationaF
. Christmas wreaths and stockings
"I like havmg something to do on opportunities. .
.
. .
'-wilb their career. goals written OD ..;.,Satwday," he said.
"I'm: happy to be ,a part,of
them.
·' · ;~-.~'Meinbers of SIUC S'lrority and servke'irivolving educating our;
Program participant Liz fraternity organizations and other youth," the senior ·in speech.:
S!lannon, who ariends Central East college students,wbo.serve as communication from Harrisburg·._:
High School, said she wants to. mentors fof Pioject Aspire, a . said. . .. , : -~. , _
· ·.·
become a lawyer and Jikes the simil.ar prograJl!:forHamsbilrg: .• ShauntelJaclcsonis a sixth-grade}
encouragement she receives in the IIllllority·students fpnded through, Project Aspire participant fro~t
• program.
Southe:istem. q>mmunity,.Co!lege;. · Hiurlsb11rg. · .~be said the day w~\:
"In school, nothing talks about brought ,licir ~tudents to filled with fun activities:
··
careers. I come here to :;ct.another 'Carbondale tr P,~palt in Career
Jeff)1c.I>.0!1ald, an~ther sixth;::
education," Shannon said. : . , ·, .
Prep activities.
·
grade P.8[tjci(ianT froin Harrisbiligj'"
Tekoa Sankey, a participant
~aria Jackson, CC!l''liinator of. said,be;,Jilretfmiikiofcareer apple;,
:!ttendiog Carbondale Community Project Aspire, said this is the first ·,·omamenis/;:t.(:.'?t';,\ .?· ·:; •··:. ..:tc;
High, ._S_chool, said• she liked time the two programs operated . · :'l'1Ii, looking forward to th(,
: chw.s~~ta.:~'?~ as~~,;_general jo~ ~~tiis-,. _ .
.
, (Qi!~• ~ffff~r. Pi:?~t,,
. ~ - ·-··-"-·--· .. ··'·,.
. .We,wafileo:~bnng them.aIL-hesaiiL-•-··-·~-~--- - .. -~ ~_,,(_~: ~-.~~ ·-:· . -~~-~~,+;;.:•·~·
!~
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CASH IN
YOUR
BOOKS
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Monday Dec. 5 thru Friday Dec. 9 8:00-5:00
Saturday Dec. 10 12:00-4:00
lvlonday Dec. 12 thru Friday Dec. 16 8:00-5:00

GRINNELL and LENTZ HALLS
Thursday Dec. 8 & Friday Dec. 9 9:00-4:00
Monday Dec. 12 thru Friday Dec. 16 9:00-4:00

,• . .-·::

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTO.R_I:
Student Center

536-3321
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UNABOM man hits yet another victim
The Washington Post

Federal investigators Sunday
said the killing of a top advertising
executive Saturday may have been
the latest in a long series of crimes
by a deadly bomber who
specializes in mailing lethal
packages 10 his victim~.
The bomber, code named
UNABOM. has been held
responsible for 14 previous
incidents since 1978 lhal have
resulted in 23 injuries and one
other death. The code name reflect~
the fac1 that mos! cf the bomber's
early targets involved universities
or airlines.
On Saturday morning, Thomas J.
Mosser, 50, died at his home in
North Caldwell, NJ., after opening
a package that had been delivered
on Friday by the Po~1al Service. A
statement issued by the FBI's
Newark field office Sunday said
that the bomb that killed Mosser
·•aw..ars lo have been constructed
and mailed bv the same individuar
invc>lved in ·the other UNABOM

cases.
"A physical examination of the
bomb's components have led us lo
believe that this is linked to the
other cases because there are some
unique characteristics," said FBI

''with a high school education who
has an exposure to and/or
familiarity with the college
environment. This individual
meticulously constructs bis
explosive devices and is a lrner."

Special Agent Rick Smith.
Investigators are also lrying to
determine where the bomb was
mailed from and whether Mosser
had any connection to either the
airline industrv or scientific
research, especially in the area of
computers because most of the
bomber's previous victims have
worked in those fields, Smith said.
The bomb that killed Mosser wa,;
about the size of a videotape, and it
exploded as Mosser was opening it
in his kitchen.
Expert~ have described previous
bombs as "diabolical" in
construction because they involved
hundreds of hours of me1iculous
work, including the creation of
handcrafted parts.
The FBI statement said the
bomber is believed to be a white
male in his late thirties to forties

''A physical
examination of the
bomb's components
have led us to believe
that this is linked to
the other cases
because there are
some unique
characteristics."
- Special Agent Rick Smith
The only known sighting of the
bomber came in 1987 when a
witness saw a man place behind a
computer store a package that later
exploded, injuring one pen;on. The

man was described as a white male
with a ruddy complexion and blond
or red hair. The FBI Sunday issued
a sketch based on this si~ting.
In 1993, the New York limes
received a letter from a person
claiming responsibility for previous
bombings, and investigators
believe the letter to be authentic.
The letter bore the initials ''FC".
which also were found on several
of the bombs.
Mosser recently was named
executive vice president and
general manager of Young &
Rubicam Inc. Worldwide, one of
the largest ad agencies in the world.
He doe.~ not seem to fit the pattern
of the bomber's other victims,
which mostly have been people
worlcing at universities or involved
in research. In addition, UNABOM
has struck three times at targets
related to commercial aviation.
Aside from Mosser's killing. the
other death among the UNABOM
cases involved Hugh C. :icrutton, a
Sacramento, Calif., businessman,

when he picked up a bomb
disguised as a block of wood near
the rear entrance of his computer
rental store.
John Hauser was a graduate
student at the University of
California at Berkeley working
alone in an engineering laboratory
on May 15, 1985, when he noticed
what appeared to be a black
notebook inside a plastic container.
Opening the container out of
curiosity set off an explosion thal
obliterated part of his right hand
and ended Hauser's career as an
Air Force fighter pilot.
UNABOM's mos1 recent
bombings involved two packages
mailed from Sacramento in June
1993--one to a medical researcher
in Tiburon, Calif., and the other to
a professor at Yale University.
"We are certainly looking al
Northern California as a possible
residence or favored area of
operation," Smith said, "but so far
"Ne have not drawn any conclusions
and this remains a nationwide

-=-----------~i:t:~
who was killed on Dec. 11, 198S,

investigation."
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president in upcoming elections
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presidency, Jacques Dclors stunned
the nation Sunday night by
announcing that he will not nm ·0
succeed retiring ~idenl Francois
Miuerrand in elections next year.
The deci.\ion by Delors--the 69year-old president of the European
Union Executive Commission and,
like Mitterrand, a Socialist--{ook !he
mos! popular candidate on the left
out of the running.
It also set the stage for a nasty
fight between 1wo conservative
contendcn.. Prirre Mini,ter Edouard

Del ors' a~nouncement, made
nearly 45 minutes into a live
interview on France's most popular
current affairs program, ended a
month.~long Socialist Party effort lo
draft him for the April elections. It
was a campaign that Delors. who
will step down next month as EU
leader. had not discouraged.
"le wasn·1 an ea.~y decision to
take," Delors said, and he cited "lot.~
ofpersor.al rea=."
"I've worked for 50 vears and in
these condition.~ it's~ rea.~lll3ble

is widely respcctro on the Continent
During his IO years as head of the
EU's Executive Commission.
internal trade barriers in Western
Europe have been significantly
lowered and the region has made
important strides toward political
and economic wiity.
Other. more practical polilical
considerations also played a role in
his deci,;ion. As a Socialist (X"CSident
with a right-wing National
Assembly, his ability to lead the
country would have been severely

Balladur and Paris Mayor Jacques

1oenvisagealifesty!emorebalancro
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,oommcles IJ female,, 2 mole,) need
- - · - - - - - - - _ _ one moro, -,/d, coble, lg room Mal,,
WANTED· U$ED COMP\.ITTRS
oi/e,. 549·2653.

386 PC', end u;,. Mo< L:: CM
Call 549-5995

lcloallcro,upla«gradr.lud.nt..604

s. Oalland 549-6033.

,.,,. 457-7998.
-,-SU-Bl:-:-L.E.__A_SER~~----,-1.-i-.,-:l'arl.,--:--4

+ lrmh ind, cl,,..,
Spring- 1 I BDRM EFFIC, I 1/2 blh lrom FURN STUCIO, '-""""", w/d, I carrpu furn mble r..Jy pc,tling · lo _,.,..., 411 E. tt.w. $200/rno.
~
~util. 2 blocb1o SIU. $230/::... A.,'.,,;i O.C 16. 5-(9-9117 ' 457-8798ah• -6pm.
M'BORO I IDRM, qui81, no pob,
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for 2 LG BORM IN 3 BDRM
w/d,l,e in $175. !'.19-2888.
bdrm hour.a, S225/mo + 1/2 util.
d..n, w/d, parking.$l90 + ~
ClfAN, QUET 2 bdrm""• ale, lvm,
Availl2/15/94 -401 S.Jame,.l.57- util,,...rwc. 457•7578 ·
$360/ma, u1i1 na1 ind. Avail Dae 15.
45t I.
'
J FfMAlf stafASER ,-lad ASAP! To
457-11169
ROOMMATE NEEDED, nice 4bdrm ]
hou,e, Sl83+1/3 ulil, w/d, cable, 8570w;..i,1,,, Spo
·
avail Jan I, Coll 529-5925.
·
'
·

e~ !~n~'

INfOOUfST ·Newand U...d

21..AAGE llllRMS, quiol z,,ne necrSIU,
2 balh., w/d ........,, a/c, $470/mo.

M'BORO, 2 BIG bdrm> uprJair>. J
d.own. W/0 lmaln,p. Pals ok.
S'Z75/rno. _ . & '""'1. 687-2475.

l PERSON TO SHARE . . . . . . . . . 4
UNT NEW ZENITH Stereo cob, TV,! ~: ~;:~,~~~4~3~;r•· S220/

Computers ..

lea.. ,1,....,.,g1, Aug 13 1995.
Coll 68-4·41-45.

FOIESTIPl'S

m>.457-4422.

..

NONSMOKI~ FEMAU: roommm• i sru:wo AP!, RJRN, c1o .. 1o carrpu,,
,-dad for Spnng. SI 70/mo + le,., ult : S22S/rno, unmln Village, 2012 s
7456
Lynn or Soro, S-4 9·
·
llino;, A.._ S,19-0988.

~1;1=-~~

nia,

NEAR CAMPUS, E>.IRA
lum
hou.., al .405 S James SI, w/d,
carpoled, a/c, 2 porche 1, grau
mowed Ir.., wal~-in pmllry, , _ lull
bath, no poll, orly $495 per mo,

;,:;:~~~-f;fi:mo.

Sandrat.

ronics

...

SVSI.EASERNEEOEDTOshar._large,2
b:lnn,cl/w,w/d,a/c,clodc,quielcmc,,

s,

Summer 95. C.--..

~7.j'-~~M.l S.

cl Pl.nm

NICI 2 IIDIIM, onlum. ale, I mi E
RJ 13, 1.aase ,-, 1o 8/1/95, cl,,p, na
poh, $JSS.~ 9 -6598 (6-9 pm).

i.

;~::::s~~~-=~~/!.~(

:,V?{_TH'E. ~ E C T.J'tl.'~{'£9,(J?

.LOO!I(_ :l\{_O MO:R.__'E...
SUGARTREE APARTMENTS
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONDALE

1 LOCATION IN MURPHYSBORO
-Studios
•1.2. or 3 Bedrooms
•Available in January
•All Apartments have passed
mandatory inspection

Rent starts as low as
$215 month/unit

lvm li¥ina

·~

& aumnw,

FO\ lR BEDROOM:

vp

,RAND NEW 486·50. AMS RAM.
210 MB herd d,;ve, 14 in SVGA . BRAH
SS~. 457-8766, alt« 6 457•4026. 1 51 t S.

.

Sublease
..

l \VO BFDROOM

.

~:i~:

~cpl~-

~~ ~\~;J t::i:it.:nd!,ne~;: :~;,1.t.!.u:;.;;i/250/mo,
...,led I,.,.._ G<ec: price. 549·3973.

, FEMAlf SU8LEASER NEEDED lo

Fl\"!·> 8EDHOOM'

iiiiAMIAiM
•t!QI
5035.a.-ldgo
SHL._...,•l
· · IIOSL"-

TONING TABIE, ~ for artlvilis anc!
lasing ind.., b..i all«, 452-0233.

HEAi.TH MAX HOME gym. Hardly
u..d. $250/cbo. 549·9523.

503S.~.
SOOS.Haya
503S.Hay,,
507S.Hayo
511 s. Kayo
6145.1.,,g,u,

40Z11t1Molaut

J.oro

2 bdrm cpl avail Spring $144/no + I:

c'!i,~~;::s;."'P<'•·

S600/-. 457-11193

PARKTONN 2 80l!MS oiler dolached SPACIOUS, F\£'1/UNFURN,
dining, giant bdnns, balo:,ny & ,.,,,._ ene,gyoffici«>I, 3,4.Sbdnn,
5410/ma.-457•3321.Hopollplease. j allbrid<,quiel~,"57-S276
DIii UaM & • nlC • pb, fum, l
noar .....,.,,, dean, 111 lc,,, 111 $19S/

~~niplcxe.lg;i',PmOK,S.OS

•1

.

hw~'ii!,~~ 5/mo'.

68A-479.4.

_

Wal~loSIU.Fum/unlum,carpolOd,
rope1,. 549-4808 f9AM·IOl'MI.

DESOTO IS WORTH 1he drive. 2 SMALL 2 BDRM, carpel, ,_ furnace,
bdrm,, w/d hookup,, modern .low ulil. Avail now. Mu.r hove
$320/rno. 457-3321.
No dog,

;r~4~

& ,...

ROOMMATE NEEDED F0;i 2 IIDRM
apt, ~ring ,em, $187.S0/monlh + . bdrm, 7875 /m, ~l/4 util. Awail
e!ednc, 5-49-6321.
now. 549-8507, 548-2436, Stcxay.

. !b~l~.·

~-~;:;~-0280.

.

HOUSE TO SUllfASE Cn,1, Ord,ord

c-::-::-:---::-:,---,--:-----,---

MAlE

Sy,1<,m,lor)">UrHol.layPcrtie>.Sour-cl
Core Mu,.;c, ,oJ..., rental., lighling,

Jm /cl hoolwp
d/.:,~

coll529·Xl,22.

I

SA.

SU!I.EASING 2 BORM .t.PT $420 mo
u111 ind & lvm . .t..ail spring call Y°"1,-la or Dwayne 529-4025.
I OR 2 SUBlfASERS Ns:;fO FOR

-SUil-lfASc--R_NE_EDEO
__
TO_J-.ar_e~.,b:lnn~
fully lum. S160 + I /3 (bwl uh1. w/d. 1 hc,u..,, quiol, Dec 20 riwv Mat 15.
ccble.Judy,549·1509.
! $165/m:,+I/J~LW-8509.

d,,_.., ----'------ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR A 4 bdrm,
! !~Jl~!Jer.S178.75/mo,O>nlod

All produc11 guaronleod. Woll
~a,ca,.937-1387.
FRGIOARE UPRIGHT FREfZfP. SISO.
fridge ~ wall $50. Call Chuc1 ot'
9.-0497.

:J:itf.

IUIITIIIG 2, ~, •

: 280QMlll6NBridgo,lg~.pool.
4 .....
c/a, d/w, w/d, cmpo,1, .,..,;I Jan 15,

11 lets.

STUDIO CHATFAU APT$. 1 mi, •ery
brga, ci-,, capo!, quill, 110 bus-, ro
pols. NP '°"""ny. 529-3815. Today
oum NO..-OIIAL MIA
{,ir_,gle family .-idionl nice, 2 bdrm,
unlum, no p1b, cl,,p, $435/mo, now lo
Allg '· 95. 529-2535.

ponon raq. Jwa,1 Jm. 457-5535.

FOR SALE: 2 twin malfreuu & i 1rodi1icnol wdan!. S300 per r00m,
fflOUM>in bike. Be.I olf..-. 549-9255. I firm. Ccll 549-3134 for inlernew.

2852.

....2••·

S195

=

HOUS!: FOR RENT. 2 bch.. Call 457-

l•••·l'J'• p • •l:1•1• C• II

· ·
' CARBONDALE GIANT CITY RD.12 SUBl£ASERS NEEDED ASAP 500 S
8llJEI.OO(S USED FURNITURE I 5 min. : Roommate wanlad lo .hara large hou,e Popi
f
I
rel ed ~ lo
from campuo lo Makandc. Gooclj wi1h.1hree lhirty-oomelh\ng people. l cu; ar~
1971 _ 'c
pric.m,delivotyCMJ01. 529•25lt.
I Hou,e he, centre I cir and all (
iTf'U'
'
.

I

ORIGl,W. GE00ESIC DOME hc,r,,.,
cl lluda,,i- Fuller, 407 S Fo.ml SI.
Call 310-271-064-ol.

~&4--.,IIILL-,

:m
~:.~=~siu:...:..::i :.:~.==.~~-!
)j j ·!.'.:,.~B..!J; :.~-~~~'.ii.
~~":•
call

SEDS. DRESS~. DES!(, coudi, loble, i ~~:ncc:n:u::;;:~_oo!=;'
b. ..eat, cho1r, refngwator, ''°"e, vice end all uh1iti.,. induded. Lcolang
wmh«, ~ . lV, VCR. 529•387t.
pn,feulonal- oon-

FOR REN!' FUAN 3 o, 5 bdrm, 5 bla
r...,. ~•• 419 S Waohingl,,n, 110
i-- 457-5923 ' - - .....ago.

_.......... -..
....................

~ - • Cdl '57-4&90, ' - -

PRIVATE ROOMS, RJRN, uh1. Shara

1 I% ·······R·:2:::=
:: ·
1£-~:;;.;:~tes ..

Furniture

..-h.

$l6S, 2 BDRM MOBllf !.,,ne, c,,,ail

ind.

I

bdnn~,........__~.-

1tr••· from ca111pu• norlh of
C11NM1Unica6ons bldg, $470 pa

r~::~ ~~-':~ ~~~~t:.~~~

'57-6024.
2 NDMOUAI. ROOMS AVAJL lvm,
mi.--.•, !rig, s210 aa util ind,
Ou,a,..._ _,. ,,...d.axlosofri.
d I hlf II
· Do

CARIIONOAI.E, HAVE TWO 2·

CaU 549:

a1

:.r:i:

SJ200, 457-058.

~~:""' + 1/3 ulilili..

Soniors,
ROOM IN YOGA HOUSE. Near

PARIC PlACE DORM, rica , -

S3300. 549·1251.

••·'-•.ca...&..,i.t.$360/
-- 5'9-0081.
;:::=:=====:..:.::::::.a:=9

q sss

~i:;;:.,c•.;ta:~ ~
cna. 2 .....,1 Oec/Jm. 529-5881.

~~~~dn:t~•~•y

in

li>dc,y. 529-35111 • 529-1820.

i.a..a .....age.

..::7:,~ ~~2~~

~

he,,_,_

CLUN.-•-----

lum,,1uoo"",Sl95/ma.5A9-l299,

CAIICNDAIE R/RNl9EO 2 bch,, I

day.

ar529-1820.

j 511L"-

::~=:aCOMMERCIAL

_.

.._

.

701L ......

'. Ba Sain ii Ton •Avail t.ll •529-112
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•

Mobile Homes

UGALRRYICD

•r:!~.~r..r::r. ~.~

.._.._UH.

DUI from S225. Car cxciclom,

. ,,,.......
,.....

.,...._i;.....,.,-ipodica.

- • -ILIIID.

~ a.- AlnKaplwa,
~ ...... Ex..... localiora,
No Afpoi- Nacaumy. I, 2, & 3

~

=~~~~~:
lllinoi1 Ava., 5A9•A713 •• Gliuon

~~~M,616£.MSI.,

IIRAND NEW IA wiclo

mobile'--.

~c1':~~:~ '--~

eYMNAnl

.........ia-mad.....W.

=

Cal 687-2133.

~ e!a""""eZ ~=~

pa, do. ID SIU. 529-132".
a,_,. lnl 1-800-~
'-12_&_14_WllE
__
• lum~,...
-.-,.d-~,_A/_C_, 1 DEIIVERY DRIV(RS NEEDED, Mmna',

i:,,:f-..;";t:. ~~

~~-my Dc,yli- & Ev.-

PARIMEW ~ HOWS.
~~~~lumi,-1,

.. ......
---~

=,,~~-!.,1:
t-,7dar/--

ling al $200 por - . 2 blocb "- IMMEDIATE 0l'ENNG FOR auilkri

~s::r~~Jt~~~:

~=al/pm!'-

::-.!:'a. =::t.i.a.&bo
dmiW .......i. ~ liadir;:: :-a~~
1'~~t ,
Nophan.call.

,,

.529-2"32 ... 684-2663.
3
211DRMTRAIISl,NEWcaroling.air,· 62901
~O~ ga• '-• $251>/mo. 451 · PfRS~NAL CA.Rf ~TTfNDANT .

• •

2 a M, · • • d •••,
,,.._, a •

•• t,

Y • P"f

•U• ·•••

..... c• ll 4 • 7-• •24-

&OOKING FOR A GOOD

D•A& 1 100IC IN FH•
CU&SSIFl•DS. WH•R•
l'H• ANSWERS AR• RIGHT
-IN FRON'F OF YOU.

r-i.!lor,l;,cil:,lodJ.rnal.,mUllbo
ci,I,, ID lifr. 529-5617.
WANTEO-WAIIRESSES & DEIJVERY

...,., bo """~ -

Chrillmas

BEAUTIFUL, NEW 16x80, 3brm, C'."'~inpa,on,Cucm,1Pizza,
$600. N- 16x60, 3bdrm, USO. 222W.~.
Ranlin9 now for January Chuck', --~-OIA-TE_OPENING
_ _ _S~lor-...,-sl-u·
R...i., 529·'"'-'1.
d.,1_,i..,. 01
,.,.;11m11, lo,
SPACIOUS QUIET MOBllf HOME ti. School cl Madicina. R.quiremenls:
$1B0-S275cellcl..cbl!nals
a,loga - l wdy eli~. a-aWe
529·.U.U pmol.,y.
20 hounporweek, CDffl>uler~t-in
Mocint~sh/lBM, reliable, and
2 BORM AVAIL NCftN, $235/mo, organized.
Experience wilh:
married c,,..,,i. prelamd, fum, ale,

'°"""lor

BUY • Sfil • TRADE • APPRAISE
u • DAU.CA• H

Oto · NEW· Sl'£CIAI.TY ITEMS
Hl.GE SBfCT10N • BfSI' PRICES

U INSIAIII CA• II U

•

WAIIISD IO UY
GOID • Sil.VER • DIAMONDS •

~~:;::-n,,:.:%!:it

doon, & ,raol, Ind, no poll, lc.cated bolw-, i"!P' Cologo & SIU. Cal(Satlul,"53-1569.
S..9-6612 ot s..9-3002 fnigh).
1 BDRM APT, da>ignad lo:,.:;:.'-•

adhl

CealfleM ...............

flltE

COINS
JEWBJIY • Oto TO't'S • WATCHES

~doo::-:'!J~

Allnlll• Of' YAI.UIII
J&J COi-iS
821 S. IILAVI: 457-6831.

~-~t...~ ~ ;:;~~~-ly~~~~
;.......,eom.·
!!!;;~Go.J°~':"~·~!.~ p1=";,,::.·TIITCICII~ scn't
&

A.I.Dgm,.2rriE.oltl.....,.;tyMal. .5-'--

$SO/mo. No poll. S..9-6612 Doy,""
S..9-3002 Nigl,!.

~~ ~U..:.:1n1~j•_i::l;

lor

th.Ir.rt, Carbondala, R.62901. EOE

into the classified pages.

They're loaded with •••
• apartments
• automobiles
• appliances
• furniture
• sporting goods
• pets
• help wanted

J

IIIOIILY MOl'IVADD

:i_•" ura

wi..wil~

""-<la, d.., & ...II mainanad, <Mlil lor on ;....,.,,. i... than

UOO,OOOotll'IDrllpe,yeor.
Musi bo warm, lrioncly in6vidual who
i, hard ..,,,i.;ng. amculalll, & p,ol.~ " 9 liadi·

oow. NOJ>lll.5'9-6619

FOR RENT 1 bdrm trail.r. All .i.e.
$200/mo. No pela. Rural or•a
Cat.rvila. 985-2182.
3973
2 BDRM, I BATH, poll ok, South of Adminulralivt, • ·11an1 Solid clli
C"d..., ·~-ca,po1. $2.50/- + ~. cnda,n,,u1anl,1l,'"'.-.qi,.:..t.Mu11i.a:

;:'u:/~

A¥1l~naw.S..9-l8251rn.
1 BDRM, FURN, gen '-• ci...,,

,ominimumofthrNY,."Vlupaw,tain
word pn,cauing (WP.5.1 J, lnlnKnbU'IJ,
do..1Dca""'1', ilop, 1.-, NOpe. 'data ""!ry, &raapian,11.Mullbe-

ra,

S29·.WI.
SPRING/SUMMER, 2 bdrm, daon,
9"ill, woll lghl.d, priwala d.cb, w/l,
fum, do.. I D ~ .529· 1329·
AWESOME, NEW 16.SO, 3brm,
$600. N- 16x60, Jbdrrn, $"50.

~~'r,t,~.

r..:i~n
:'ia~b.,t;!;=:
ba
some ,_.

REWARD FOR IOST mala chineM
Shar•pai dog. Na.di madicotion.

relenn:ub:JCCWiC, room B-6,604
E. Collega, Carbondale, IL 62901 •
3399. Oood~,. 12/'22/9'. f.O.E.

Cmtomla .... Cal 985-2820.

PROGRAM

lor ..n<j,o or m,,ple. d.ari q.,iol ~:

1

c/o, "-·

'"''Olffl

A MllfS WEST, NICE 2 bedroom,
end tr<nh included, $200/mo.
agw,1-ow,,-I. 687-1873.

1138-3311

WATCH rouND SUNDAY, Dec A,
l.nind OilCOVl'I Dan ...... trucb, cell
,..;II, d..criplion. .529-4381.

ou'll-be
taking a
steP- in the
right
direction

r.r7'.:J :-;t,;':,:,t=."s:i

rnopane winclows. $250/mo. 5490937.
llDUMD, IIUUMU, that 1-,
2BDRMClfAN,goodcond, furn, raar
>"'"· SAME DAY SBMCE.
REC cerw, re poll. $225/mo. 457- 457·20.58,mklorRon.
7639.
THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES
A VERY NICE 1A wide, 2 lg bch., From f'"'IX',a( ID ~ncl drah. Call 451lum, carpel, air, re poll. 5'19~1 o, 2058 lor ,_ "Ff". A.ale lor Ron.
AST-0609.
J• •HO.a.btJ

-

Dally Egyptian

::::ifJ'i'n~:t':"~

.,..1...,,..,,..·-=--=..,.....-,:-:-::-::----:-- 1 Murphy,boro, fl 62966. A Drvg Free
I BORM TRAtlfRS, $185·275/mo, Worl,plaa,. EOfM/fV/H
& lrool, ind. No poll, S..9-UOl.
'2 BDRM IN COUNTRY,

..............
DUI, &

~

Imm $225 plu, ..,.,._

P•r1onal injury, etc. No initial

conwkationl-.~&..,;can,a~(bll
lraoJ (618) 32.5-2-4SJ. 011ica 451.
1118.

~

COORDINATORS.

iz=-

~
~ ~ ~~-~~
539

~
, •. ~~--:z,.'\J

There is something for everyones taste & needs.

s.;,_,i.,1 ......, , - d .

5'9-6652.,.. "53-1695.

Musi
a,oilobli, b _,.
ning hours. Sand rasumo and th, ..

_COJ_NTI!_Y_IMNG
___2...---,-IOxS0-- 1 ~~~
wl~.:'wi~
lor 1 pe,wx,, $120/-. 529-3581 o, goodaxnmunicm,nskill.1Dworl<wilh
529-1820.
penorawith~.5diiltim.
_2_BORM
__
MOBl_lf_lOME
_ _S,-S-lA0---_ ' Candidota lor P"'9""" Coo<dina1or
200
Gn,ot

LOST ANTIQUE SMAil. GOID MESH
coin -

i

~

~,._

.,;..:

.

Daily Egyptian

LT~ ,~:~ ·L::: ~~ <!~: . --~~

=of~~~- ·I~
DAILY YAN RAUPO• IA•
...,,. ID SI. l.auia Airport. lartTra,s.

Dispatch Clerk

When you
place a
classified ad
with the

CcpanMilcW, ASJ-5786.
. .

1~ ~ ~ :· ~~:·:~ ,~;~ ~'~~. ·:. .,~ .1

Daily Egyptian
Call 536-3311
and place your
ad today.

'De66ie ![attes l:K
on being our
'95Swee~/ieaf1
~

-

-

t"- ..... ,,. .. -

Advertising Sales Representatives
ti' Afternoon work-block.
ti' Car helpful, with mileage reimbursement.
ti' Sales experience helpful.

Classified Inside Sales
ti' Inside sales, general clerical, & reception.
ti' 4 hour morning work-block

Newsroom Clerk
ti' Experience with Microsoft Word or other
word processing program, attention to
detail required.
ti' Moming work-block.
All applicants muat have an ACT/FFS on file.
Journalism m(\jonl preferred. ali others are
encouraged to apply for all poaitiona. Daily Egyptian
i1 an Equal Opportunity Employer and encourap•

'I1ie Men of,LU:<l>
congratulate

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. · - · - , ...... , • • • •

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR SPRING
ti' Afternoon work-block.
ti' Car required, with mileage reimbursement.

flfSHMfN & SOfHOMOltfS cml, in

on go<,d grad., ,wiy ,_. lor ARMY
ROfc ~ Far mono inlo cell

Classifieds

applications~ the clilabled, women, minoritiea.

Daily ~gyptian
Pick up your applieation at the Daily F.gyptiazi
Reception Duk, Communicatiam Bldg. rm 1259.
586-3811

-•---·

• " ... ' • •..- .. -

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . - · · - - - - - - - - - ---- -

• -

- -
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Comics

Dail) l·.i:Jpllan

'-0111111·111 lllinrn, l nh,-r,il) at l .1rhrnHlale •

Doonesbury

by Garry Trudeau

UnStramt:llatNUtc,ur~
01'111~10Nd'l~.lobm
loufOtdil'\&,YWOfdl.

I BOSEE
0

1

~

I _j 1

;~G~f
I I K_ 0

IFLOUJY I
. n n 11
I. EVVELT
I
r J I .TI

Now.-,ange-!hlleifmd..,_..le

tctfflCWIIUT'ftN__,,as.._.,

--

galadbyh.abo¥eca1rXlrl

Prfn,auwtt",.,.,..... ITD"a:::::r:IJ

Sa1~Ytj=~~,.:::~~~
Sf NG LE SLICES
l-1'1". i,:-s~t, .,.•• ~.....,
v,,\.,,.1 th._.,- <;~y~.
ti-.~~\ f\.,.17 o{

Shoe

by Potor Kohlsaat

n~~~

by Jeff MacNelly

,,

f•ll•teJ,

D"'"•·

f;~\., ·.~ 1'tit 51!<1 .

I

~
f-"-l~..,

~-----

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

•••••••••••••••••••••

!~MAl~,w~~=~•
!!
!
wanut
~

(Comer of

•

&Illinois Ave.}

457~71

•

• We Pack & Ship your gifts the most•
! economical & quickest way. . . :
•
C'dale's only FED EX and UPS
•
•
Authorized Shipping Center
•
.& !LOCALLY OWNmNO FRANODSE FEES FOi mil iOUND SAVINGS) ..
: • Daily UPS &c FEDEX Pickup • Free Parking :
.&
•Convenient Location •U.S. Mail
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TRACK,
frompage20

llllni;,ls state Open

SRJC Men's Track Results
Ewnt

Top Saluki Alhlm

Thnrt'didanrie

MDeRun

2. Garth Akal

4:21.08

3.000mrun

I. Slclios Mameros
3. Steve Folkens

8:37.13
8:46.(JIJ

l,OOOmrun

2. Jeff Be.aumont

2:32.76

55 mdash

4. Jes&ie Lois

6.53

3.JabralAlvis
4. Hany Fosu:r

51.42
51.57

1,600 m relay

3. Southern Illinois

3:27.54

35 lb. weight

4. Jonathan Sweetin
5. Allen Bradd

51-5
49-43/4

Triple Jump

I. Jerome Kia1ru
2.Sai.,Rone

47-101/2
46-4 3/4

400mdash

LongJump

3. BrianHoffck

22-2

Shot Put

2. Allen Bradd
5. Jonathan Sweetin

50-8 1/4

Pole vault

2. Kyle Barton
3. Mike Claycomb

15-6
15-0

Nigh Jump

4. Mcophytus Kalcrou

6-8

DcNoon said the ~alulcis will face a
variety of great talent in the
upcoming
Saluki
Booster
Invitational Jan. 14. Teams from
Alabama, Georgia Tech and
Missiaippi State will be here. The
invitational will be held at the
Student Recreation Center in
CadJondale at ] ] a.m.
The men's team did not fair as
well as lbe womm's lqUld placing
first in only two events. Stelios
Mameros, who Jed the Salukis in
cross county, won die 3,000 meter
mn with a time of 8:37.13, and
Jerome Kiaku took first in the triple
jump with a bop, skip and a jump
of 47 feet IO and a half inches.
Assistant coach Mike Giesler
said he was only taking about 70
percent of the team to the first
meet. and he did not expect diem to
blow away the competition.
'This was just a iest for us, and
we should do better as the year
goes (\n," be said.
The men's next outing comes
Jan. 14 at the Saluki Booster
Oassic competition in the Student
Recreation Center in Carbondale at
9am.

44-113/4

"As You Wish,,

11 w• pe>rt-s

Swaaters. Oothlng., Jewwlry
Accessories. and "uch "ontl
Guatanwla • Peru • Nlexlco • Nepal
Thallancl • Jndla • Ecuador

Incredible Prices!
C.rea.t Christmas C.ifts!

Soulh End of SMalt C.-

DK. 12-16 1Oam-5pn

Free Garlic

Butler&

-,~

Pepperancinil

order

457-7777
ia:• All Night with Wu Guys Pizza.
I IDI

Now thru finals week it's...

We're open 'Iii 3AM Everyday!

SWIMMERS, from page 20
After defeating Louisville 139-75
and splitting a dual meet with
Arlcansas and Adcansa<; Little-Rock.
the Saluki women shocked 16thranked Nebraska, 39-33, at the
Recreation Center pool behind
successful performances from

Dickerson and Priscilla Louis.
SIUC went on IO the llioois Dual
Meet Extravaganza, Nov. 11-13
where the Saluki women defeated
Cincinnati, Northern Illinois and
Illinois State. but fell to illioois and
Missouri.

At the conclusion of winter break,
the Saluki swim/dive leamS travel to
SL Louis, MO to take on Missouri,
Illinois and Southwest Missouri
State, Jan. 14. SIUC then heads to
South Bend, lN to battle with Notte
Dame and Purdue, lan. 21.
I
•I

Season's on ice while fans; wait
By Tony Kornheiser
The Washington Post

Enough already with this "luxury
tax." Outside of Gary Bettman's
gardener nobody underslands it. or
gives a damn about iL It's hockey's
answer to GATI. So either pa,;s it.
or dump it. But shut up about it.
Nobody is listening anymore.
Strike/lockout; tax/salary cap
Po-tay-to/Po-tah-lO.
Hello. Anybody home?
It's December and there's no
hockey being played.
ln Bettman's second year on the
job be has managed to do away
with the hockey season. What will
he do if he lasts five years. nuke
Canada?
They brought Bettman in to
market the Nm.. He got them Fox;
he got them Nike; be got them
Anheuser-Busch.
He only forgot, uh, one thing. . . .
1be strike situation is nearing the
endgame. Reportedly, the owners
are readying a "check" move, when
they'll set a deadline for the last
possible time an agreement can be
reached that will allow hockey to
be played this season. This is called
the "drop dead" date, after which,
presumably. all the fans can drop
dead.

So let's understand this about the
difference in the baseball and the
hockey strikes:
Baseball will come back.
Hockey can't be so sure.
Nlil, fans have put their fannies
in the same seats game after game
year after year. They're the most
loyal fans in sports. But there aren't
many of them in the United States.
The reason hockey never had a
lucrative national TV contract is
because everyone who wanted to
watch the game was already in the
arena. The fan base was just
starting to grow when it was
kneecapped.

Hockey isn't in the American
bloodstream like baseball. You
can't put your ear to the blueline
and hear the rhythms of
America Canceling this season
is the most stupefying act of
sports suicide since the USFL
decided to go to a fall schedule
''"-.-.•.. ~t.. t.r.r ! 1 ,, t· t \ ''- '\ --~.. ~...... ,._t..'!..t...l., .. r*:.,

and challenge the NFL.
Eventually they will play hockey
again, hopefully by January. But
whenever they do, two things are
likely:
1. Fans will blame the players
more than the owners. (For one
reason. because the players will be
more visible; the owners will hide
in the luxury boxes until the beat
dies down.) No fan can
comprehend how hockey or
baseball players can make this
much money, and still bitch.
Owners are envied and respected.
lbey always have been. Fans don't
object to owners making a lot of
money, since owners assume the
financial risk. Plus. fans are
grateful to an owner for bringing
the team in the first place. Owning
a sportS team is the privilege of an
elite class. None of us could be
owners. But any of us could be a
player. Players are commoners who
got lucky. The sentiment among
real people-not sportswriters and
liberals like me-is: ~crew the
players, they're greedy ingrates.
Where is there a constirutional right
to make $1.8 million a year hitting
a hockey puck? Hey, pal, get a real
job.
2. Bettman will become
increasingly
isolated
as
commissioner. As the symbol of
the lockout he'll be booed in arenas
and other public outings by fans.
He' II become a hostage in his
office, much as LBJ wa,; during the
last months of his term. 1be players
all hate Bettman now; they see him
as management's hammer. The
owners are behind Bettman. But
after this is settled they will re0ect
on the terrible discord it caused,
particularly throughout Canada,
and they will want to mead fences
with players and fans. Some
saaifice must be offered them, and
who better to sacrifice than the
chief B!ltagonist, the mouthpiece,
the outsider, the New Yorker, the
hired gun from the NBA who
doesn't know and never loved
hockey?
Having secured the owners'
profits, Bettman might find himself
lunging for a seat in a game of
musical chairs.
,. 1·, 1 ·• ..,..., •• ,... i.t..1 .. 1.f

:· l• .. , ... 1- l.1-'-1.r.r..r..

In other news beginning
with "If', we move to the Heisman
Trophy, which
be awarded
Satutrlay.
Excuse me, Tony. but what kind
of transition is, "in other news
beginning "with 'H' "? That isn't
even slightly graceful. You've just
made a hard left "from the outside
lane.
Just buckle up and keep your
eyes on the road.
Steve McNair will not win the
Heisman. Rasbaan Salaam or KiJana Carter will. because they
excelled playing with and against
better competition. McNair is great
I would vote for him. But what do 1
know.
If you're rewarding someone as
1be Best College Football Player
it's naive to suggest the quality of
competition doesn't matter. The
softer the competition, the easier a
great player can prevail. We know
how well Salaam and Carter did
against the best college players.
Anyway, the Reisman doesn't
necessarily go to the best college
football player-it goes to the best
quarterback, running back or
receiver in Division I-A. Warren
Sapp of Miami, who is
acknowledged to be the best
defensive player in the nation,
won't get a sniff of the Heisman.
Neither will any of the stalwart
offensive linemen who kept
Nebraska undefeated no maner how
many quarterbacks went down.
To suggest McNair has lapped
the field is to ignore what Salaam
did in becoming only the fourth
Division I-A back to gain 2,000
yards in a season; the others,
incidentally, each won the
Heisman. This is not a year where
McNair is going to lose IO a Gino
Torrella
Finally, another argument
commonly advanced for McNair is
that be comes from a conference
that has produce..i many great pros,
like Jerry Rice, Walter Payton and
Willie Lanier. But the Heisman has
absolutely nothing IO do with bow
a player might do in the NFL. lfit
did, they'd award it at the Super
Bowl.
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On the 10th Day of Christmas
University Bookstore 8ives lo
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Monday Night Football still special

Dll."IOI:, Slate Open

SIUC Women's Track Results
Timt/cliswa

Event

Top S.'lluld Athlcle

Mlle Run

I. Jennie Homer
3. Kelly French
5. Leah Steele
6. Silva Osborne

4:59.17
5:06.03
5:21.IW
6:18.00

800mnm

2. Beth Bayser
4. Rainal..aJson
6.1..orraine Parkinson

2:20.24
2:2293
2:33.08

3,000mrun

I. Debby Daehler

10:01.67

1,000 m run

I. Jennie Homer
4. Kelly French
5. Leah Sreele

2:56.45
3:U7.0S
3:00.26

55m hurdles

I. Tony Morrison
6. Jasprttt Bajwa

9.08

400 mdash

3. Jasprttl Bajwa
4. Sheila Hollins

58.15
1:00.21

600 m111n

2 Ha!lenaa Ivory
4. Mindy Bruck
6. Elissa Pierce

1:37.36
1:39.26
1:48.30

1.600 m relay

Southern Illinois

3:51.17

2 Joy Williamson
3. Heather Grecling

36-6 3/4
36-3

Long Jump

I. Sheila Hollins

18-4 3/4

2. Joy Williamson
5. Heather Greeling
6. Jennifer Simonton

17-11/4
16-11
16-1 1/2

Shot Put

5. Stephanie Sarallo

42-5 1/2

20 lb. weight

I. Amy Steam.,

45-61/2

BOSTON-Aside from a few
minor developments. all wa~ quiet
at Boston Garden Wednesdav
night.
·
The Boston Celtics learned
staning power forward Dino Radja
will miss three to four weeks
because of a broken bone in his
rig'1t hand.
Starting
small
forward
Dominique Wilkins said he is "not
having
fun"
and
feels
uncomfortable in the Celtics'
offensive system.
This
pronouncement came after Wilkins
played 41 minutes and missed 11
of 17 shots from the field in a 9380 victory over the Atlanta Hawks.
Rookie center Eric Montross
played 46 min,1tes and committed
one foul. This after he picked up
two fouls in 46 seconds Tuesday
night against the New York Knicks.
It was one weird Wednesday as
the Celtics snapped a three-game
losing streak. The game might be
summed up in a sentence: The
Celtics outscored the Hawks, 5128. in the second half. But that
would be an oversimplification.
Xavier McDaniel, who groused
about his playing time 24 hours
earlier, stepped into Radja's spot
and logged 43 minutes. McDaniel
had 23 points and 12 rebounds. He
did most of his work with a
hyperextended right knee.
All five Celtics starters scored in
double-figures. Dec Brown led the
w:iy with 24 points and IO assist~.
His backcoun mate, David Wesley,
had 12 points, nine a~sists, seven
rebounds and three steals.
Montross used all of his 7 feer

as ever. It ranks seventh among

prime-time network shows. This
im't a half-hour of lop ratings for
ABC. It's three hours or more.
Knocking "Monday Night
Football" has been fashionable ever
since the Howard Cosell days.
The crilicisms include: -The
booth is overcrowded with 1hrce
announcers. -Dan Dierdorf is too
opinionated. -Frank Gifford is too
bland.
Forgolten is that the ABC
cameras rarely miss anything, the
infonnation is plentiful and often
shows up in newspaper game
stories the next day, play-by-play
man Al Michaels is tremendous,
and commeotators Gifford and
Dierdorf, now in their eighth year
together, aren't all that bad.
The last time ABC did a
Monday night Raider home game
was 1983, when the Raiders faced
a rookie quarterback named Dan
Marino. The NFL doesn't schedule
Monday night games at the
Coliseum for a couple of reamns.
One, games there hardly ever sell
out, meaning ABC would lose the

L.A. marlcel Two, the Coliseum is
often not kind 10 television.
Remember the power outage a
couple of weeks ago lhat look ABC
off the air during the USC-Notre
Dame game'?
ABC hasn't done a Ram home
game since 1991. Why? Check the
leam'srecord.
So it took a jaunt down Interstate
5 to San Diego to get an up-close
look at the "Monday Night
Football" crew, the same one that
will be working the Super Bowl in
Miami.
The crew, which had arrived in
San Diego on Saturday, was at the
stadium all day Monday gelling
ready for th::t rjght's telecast.
All kinds of graphics were being
prepared. Only a few would be
used
One showed that Jeny Ball leaih
the Raiders in tackling ballcarriers
behind the line of scrimmage with
13 such tackles.
"Pass rushers get a lot of credit
because their sacks arc recorded,
but there isn't a stat for the inside
guys who stop the run," Hirdt
said.

-;~~-'J1~-~:m---t~f _____
~r·--.-~-J~lll-----'{'~~/~fl~'?:,,;:,-~_~:ifJ;
"
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1

~iijfjS~d
~11r¥,Ji1~cl,rJfifilt.rfiliJt,.l'.f§~1l,1l:}fa:1s~

smoother."
Herrin also said ii is important to
understand how young the Salukis
arc this year.
"We have a few standout players
who have experience, but we also
have a lot of younger guys who just
need time to play." he said.
The Salukis will next travel to
cross-state rival Southea,;t Missouri
State on Thursday to take on the
Indians at 7:30 p.m.
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Celtics edge Hawks, 93-80
The Hartford Courant

in its 25th season and as successful

LosAngelesTmes

As the Los Angeles Raiders

UNC, from page 2 0 - - ,'ie season goes along," he said.
"\\\:"re disappointed that Wt!'re not
5-0, 4-1. ~• 3-?~ but w-: i1a"! played
teams who arc really good.
'Tm happy with the way we
have played this year except for the
first half of the Seton Hall game
and about five minutes in the St
Louis game. which you can't do
a~ainst a good learn like them."
"Olh! of the things we will have
to work on is running our offense

By L.-ry Stewart

began piling up penalties Monday
night, the obvious question was:
Are they on a record pace?
Steve Hird!, the executive vice
president of the Elias Sports
Bureau who also works for ABC,
was busy in one or the production
trucks at San Diego's Jack Murphy
Stadium trying to find oul
Hirdt, whose lap-top computer is
on line to Elias' extensive data ba.,;e
in New York, found that the record
for penalties in a game is 22, set in
1944.
He also searched to see if the
Raiders had set a first-quarter
record with nine. He couldn't find
penalty records broken down into
quarters. but he did learn that the
Pittsburgh Steelers, in a game
against Cleveland on Sept 11, had
commilted nine penalties in the
first quarter.
ABC put up a graphic with that
information.
Such things are taken for granted
on "Monday Night Football," now

8.30

TrlpleJump
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and every ounce of his 275 pounds.
He finished with 16 points. 16
rebounds and two blocked shoL~.
"Only one foul?" he said.
"Shhhhhh. Don't tell anybody.
They might start calling them
again."
Since the bench accounted for
just six poinL~. the Celtics needed
· big efforts from each of their
starters. And they got il

.md full .\knu
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1995-96 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE-NOW!

Most students who applied for financial aid for 1994-95 will receive a 1995-96
Renewal Application fonn in the mail during December. The Renewal Application
is preferred to apply for 1995-96 financial aid. If you do not get a Renewal
Application, use a 1995-96 FAFSA to apply.

1995-96 FAFSA forms are now available at the Financial Aid Office
(Woody Hall, B-Wing, Third Floor).
Complete and mail your financial aid application as soon afua:.January 1, 1995, as
possible and before April 1, 1995, to receive priority consideration of all financial
aid programs.
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UNC regains edge, defeats Salukis
By Doug Durso
Senior Reporter

Double-digit scorers kept team abreast 49ers

Saluki Quick Stats
Dcccmbtt 10. 1994

II is one thing to come back and
take a lead from a double-digit
deficit. bu1 i1s ano1her 10 keep the
momentum going.
That was the problem 1hc SIUC
men· s baske1ball team had as 1he
Salukis trailed by as many a.~ 11 to
U.N. Charlotte, lhen came back to
take a 48-47 lead in the second
half. lost ii. then grabbed the lead
once more at 51-50. Bui at the end.
1he Dawgs could nol keep pace
with the 49ers and lost 76- 70
Saturday. at Charlotte. N.C.
SIUC men's coach Rich Herrin
said he was pleased wilh lhe way
his learn kept fighling back.
"We played with great effort
lhroughout the game:· Herrin said.
"We had to fight an uphill battle
mos1 of the game. came back look
lhe lead. but they are a really good

team.

"We had the score down lo 7068 wilh about a minule and a half
lefl and we h::.d some shols go in
and ou1 on us. bu1 1hat happens:·
SIUC wa~ down 70-68, bul with
I :36 left. 1he 49ers broke lhe
Saluki press and pul lhe game
away on a dunk by Jennain Parker.
The Dawgs were again led by
Chris Carr, who scored 17 point~.
and Marcus Timmons. who poured
in 14 poi nls and grabbed 12
rebounds. Paul Lusk also chipped
in wilh 13 poinlS.
SIUC wa~ able 10 shut down the
49ers standoul forward Jarvis
Lang. who had come into the game
averaging 20 points. bul only
scored 13 against the Dawgs on
Saturday. shooting just three of 11
from the field.
U.N.-Charlotle however. gol
unexpected help from 7-foot center

Jermain Parker. who scored a
career-high 19 points and grabbed
seven boards.
··1 thought we played Lang veiy
well for most of the game. but
Parker really hurt us." Herrin said.
The 49ers. who had been outrebounding their opponents by 12 a
game. lost that phase of the game
44-37 to SIUC.
"We did a lot belier job of
controlling the boards in the second
half," Herrin said. "They (U.N.Charlotte) had 11 offensive
rebounds in the first half. but we
held them to just three in lhe
second half."
However. turnovers again
plagued the Salukis as the Dawgs
committed 19 to the 49ers 11.
"A lot of turnovers came from
charges. lfwe didn't have those we
would have not had so many

turnovers.'' Herrin said."We are a
very aggressive offense. and we
want to lake lhe ball to lhc hole, so
we just need to be more under
control:·
SJUC changed its starting lineup
around with Jaratio Tucker
replacing Johnny Dadzie at guard
and Ian Stewart replacing forward
Aminu Timberlake. Tucker
sparked the Salukis scoring all of
his nine points in the second half.
"We may stan different people
all year including coming out al
halftime," Herrin said. "Last year
we didn't have very good depth, so
this year we want to be able to go
eight or nine deep.
"To do that we have to get
different people comfortable
playing and playing a lot of
minutes."
The Salukis record drops to 2-3.

Player fG.fQA FT-FTA TP
Timmons 6-10 2-3
14

Carr

6-17

4-6

17

Lusk
3-12 7-9
13
Timber1ake 2-4
1-2
5
Dadzie
1-2
2-2
4
Stewart
2-4
0-0
5
Hawkins
1-4
0-0
Tucker
3-4
3-4
9
fG=field goal fGA=field goal
attempts fT =free throw
fTA=free throw attempts
Rf•total points
but Herrin said that is because of
the level of talent SIUC is playing.
"The strength of the teams we
have played has got to help us as
. . UNC, page 19

SIUC begins indoor track
season with double losses ·
By Sean Walker
Staff Reporter

Staff Photo i>y J. Bebar

Game on
Steve Bennett, a junior in electrical maintenance from Sesser, tries to stop a goal
during a Sunday morning roller hockey game held at the hockey field off of South Wall
Street across from the Quads. sophomore approved housing.

The Saluki men's and women"s
track teams battled Indiana State
and Illinois State in the first meet
of the indoor sea.~n Saturday.
The women ·s team finished
second just two points behind the
first place Redbird's 59. Indiana
State came in third wilh 46 Iota)
points. On lhe men's side. SIUC
took it on lhe chin finishing 1hird
with 39 points behind lhc firsl
place Sycamores· 73 poims and
Illinois State"s 62 points.
The Saluki women· s tr.1ck team
head coach Don DeNoon said ht:
had set a goal of winning aboul
half of the events at 1hc meel. and
his prcdic1ion came lrue.
"'I said we could win half or tht:
t:\'Cnl~. and we won seven of 15
evcn1s:· he said. "'I would han:
liked 1ht: t:i!?111h win. which would
have won the meel for us. but ii
just didn'1 happen.
"'Tot: 01her two --choob nickelt:d
and dimed us all the wav through
tht: meet. and we losi by t\\'O
point-."·
Denoon said many or the
athlelcs did as well. if not better.
1l1an lhey performed last year.
··Debby Daehler in the 3.000
me1er run had a lime 1ha1 would
have bea1en lhe entire conference
last year with 10:01.67.'' he said .
.. Debby al.so be:11 1wo runners from

ISU and Indiana Stale that.
continually beat her during cross
country season. so I'm really
happy with her."
Other a1hle1es wbo performed a,
DeNoon expected were Jenny
Homer. a senior from Arlington ..
who won the 1.000 me1er run and
1he mile. Tonv Morrison strode
lhrough 1he 55 meler hurdles lo
win it for SIUC. and Jaspreel
Bajwa turned loose and placed ii}
three evems. which included 1hc
lead-off spol on lhc first place
1,6()() meter relav team.
Af1er a good.beginning for the
Salukis. DcNoon said he wants lhe
1eam to remain as thcv arc. but
push 10 gel bener.
•
"I would like for u~ Ill '-la\'
whcrt: W•! are. but refine whal
;•re doing ri!!ht." he said. '"We
Slartcd Ol;I the season pretty well.
and I'm c,ci1ed about it.""
DeNoon said 1he freshmen reallv
,1cpped up and hdped the team. ·
"We had a good number of
rccruils lhis veai including Bajwa.
Kt:llv Fren~h. Be1h Ba;ser ·and
r\rm·· S1earns to name a ·rew." he
,aid. '"Some of 1hem had 10 get
their nerves out at the mccl. bu1
came thmul!h for us.
·
'"We arc"looking preny decent
for 1his ,car. and we should he ahle
10 compete with Alabama in Ill.:
rnccl during 1he break:·

we

see TRACK, page 18

'Tough meets' await swimmers rest of season
By Chris Clark
Slaff Reporter

> -

lough second half.
Championship) was the best
Walker said he is encouraged hai.'ing NCAA-type seasons," he
'"Kentucky and Purdue will without a doubt. bul as far as wilh Pelan! and the progress he is said ...Chris Pelan! is on his way.
probahly be our 1oughest meets.'' competition is concerned. it making 1his season.
We'd- also like 10 get Rob
The SIUC ,wimmin" and di\'inl! he said. ·•southwcsl (Missouri wasn't," he said. "When you go
'Tm very plea~ed wilh (Chris) (Siracusano) into the NCAAs. I'd
teams had a produc1iv; first-lialf o~f Slate). again. will be a tough one. against Michigan. Nebraska and Pelan!. Things are going well for also like to sec Alex (Wright) do
lhe season. including winning the bu1 I expecl lo win lhat one."
Kansas, compel it ion-wise. it him. and I think he can sec that well. I would like to see them all
inaugural MVC Championship and
Walker also said fatigue should doesn't gel much better lhan 1hat."
things arc going well for him. too," do well."
•
holding their own against three not play a big role m determining
Leadership for lhe Saluki he said. "Ifs an important thing for
Going into the break. SIUC
lop-25 r,mked learns- Michigan. lhc success of his team during the swimmers has come from its a young swimmer to realize 1ha1 women's swim coach M:irk
Kansa., and Nebraska.
remainder of the schedule.
seniors, bu1 olhers have <!epped up they are doing well."
Kluemper's crew is also having: an
Despile the high level of early
.. By the second part of the and led the way'for SIUC.
SJUC diver Rob Siracusano is impressive sea~on.
.
competilion. things do not gel any season. the hard work will be
..We have a very strong junior having another record-breaking
Strong swimming performance.~
easier for the Salukis af1er the behind them at 1hat lime," he said. class and a very s1rong freshman season,. He broke five records at from Melanie Davis and Melodie
holiday break.
"'The bulk of 1he lime will be used class:· Walker said. "They have the MVC Championship. and has Dickerson. coupled with solid
SIUC has four rneels in a~ rnanv for finc-iuning."
had no problem assuming that done so at almost every other pool diving from the trio of Lisa
weeks with 1he first lhree or. the
Al1hough SIUC has defeated (leadership) role and stepping jn he ha.Hisited this season.
· Holland. Jodi Mulvihill and Alny
road against Missouri. Noire some s1rong teams lhis season. when they fell it w:i.~ neccssaiy to.~•Walker said getting his_ Gende have allowed the Saluki
Dame. Kentucky and Easter,1 Walker said winning 1hc MVC
Sophomore transfer Chris Pelant swimmers ready for the NCAA wo,nen to become MVC
Illinois.
Championship wa.~ and wa~n·1 the has consistently been in lhe top Championships is a big goal the champions.
Saluki men·s swim co.ich Rick Salukis' best meet this sea.~n.
three in his event~. including four rest9fthe way.
.
Walker said his squad is in for a
"S1ra1egically.
it
(MVC winsatlheMVCChampionships.
,"There are a couple of guys seeSWIMMERS,~18
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